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Dueto the introduction of ships designed for specialized
commoditytransport, the rapid increase in application of
advanced technologies,

the compliance with new or amended

international legislation on marine safety and
environmental protection and the revision of shipboard
organization as a result of manningreduction, there is a
persistent need for facilities to adapt the level of
knowledge of individual crew members in order to fit the
functional requirements and to perform the tasks assigned

to them safely and efficiently.
This paper discusses the use of a diesel engine room

simulator as a training aid for the education and training
*of marine engineers at the Maritime Academy, Abidjan, Cote

d’Ivoire. This facility can be a useful meansof bridging
the growing discrepancy between the knowledge and skills
acquired through earlier education, training and
experience and the knowledge, skills and possible
experience required to fit specific newrequirements,
providing information material tailored to the actual
onboard situation is madeavailable, thus opening the way
to what is called permanent education.

To help the interested reader fully understand the best
use of such a facility, I have highlighted some advantages
of using simulators and recommended an improvement of the
courses conducted through the Academyto follow

technological changes with regard to national and

international requirements.
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PREFACE

It is a requirement of the degree of Master of Science
(M.Sc.) in Maritime Education and Training (Engineering)

that the students enrolled for the two year course in this
field, prepare a thesis on someaspect of their country’s
needs in the Maritime field. I have chosen to critically
examine the use of a diesel engine room simulator as a
training aid for education of marine engineers at Abidjan
Academy,Cote d’ Ivoire. This facility can be used in the
training of those marine engineers whoare operating the

ships.

Based on my own experience gained through field trips
during these two years at the World Maritime University,
would like to express my views and give my opinions and

suggestions on the subject. In trying to examine the
subject, I decided that the writing sequence of the
content of mythesis will be the answers to the following
questions: who needs to be trained?
What for? And how?
The main aspect of each question are explained in the

following chapters.
CHAPTER
1 deals with maritime education

and training

in

Cote d’ Ivoire. Consequently, whenutilizing a diesel
engine roomsimulator, the entry qualifications of the
trainiees have to be taken into consideration. The
training system and the means used to ensure proper
maritime training are described. There are three main
practical training aids for marine engineers. Twoof
them, laboratory workshopsand training vessels, are
mentioned, while the third is the diesel engine room
vi

I

simulator, as described in detail in the next chapter.
Worldshipping is increasingly having to operate within a
voluntary frameworkof international codes, conventions
and other instruments developed through the United Nations
and its specialized agencies. However, the convention
which has the greatest relevence to maritime training is
the STCW1978 Convention of the International

Maritime

Organization. A brief review of this Convention, with
moredetails as to training of marine engineers, is also
provided.
CHAPTER
2 discusses

the diesel

engine room simulator.

Maritime training institutions all over the world use such
simulators, and they have discovered manyspecial merits
in them. consequently, this chapter points out the main
advantages of using this simulator in training,
illustrated with examples. The use of mathematical models
in marine simulation has given an added dimension to

further development in diesel engine simulators. This
chapter also gives a general insight into the process of
simulation of diesel plants by computer techniques. The
description emphasizedin this chapter is the third
question of those mentioned earlier.
The most popular
diesel engine roomsimulators are described.
CHAPTER
3 deals with the simulator training course.
Programs are implemented in order to achieve the

objectives of the training. Further details are pointed
out regarding the execution of the simulator training
course. Thetasks, responsibilities and qualifications of
the instructors are discussed. In general, the main
elements affecting the simulator training course

vii

effectiveness are mentioned.
CHAPTER
4 contains proposals for further
CHAPTER
5 ends with suggestions

improvements.

made as an academic

exercise, trying to apply principles learned to the real
world situation. It is not claimed that the suggestions
and recommendations provide a perfect solution.

However,

they could serve as valuable guidelines in the years
ahead, particularly in the event that a decision is taken

to install a simulator.

viii

INTRODUCTION

In January 31, 1986, an engine room simulator was put into
operation at the Maritime Academyof Abidjan, Cote

d’Ivoire, for the training of marine engineers.
The simulator was developed by IHI (Ishikawajima Harima

Heavy Industries Co. Ltd., Japan), Engineering Department,
Marine Consulting Division International.
The main reason for its development was to obtain a

facility that could be used in the training of marine
engineers in the safe and economic operation of diesel
engine machinery.
So far a large number of courses have been conducted in

which manygraduates participated.

This paper discusses the simulator and the training
programme. The effectiveness of simulator training being
carried out now is briefly described. An emphasis has
been put on a few M.E.T.(E) systems adopted in some

developed countries.

The final section of this paper provides the reader with
proposed solutions for the improvement of the Marine
Engineer Education and Training course with regard to
technological changes and international requirements.

C3}il\E’1P£EER

THE EXISTING

1

EDUCATION AND TRAINING SYSTEM FOR

MARINE ENINEERS

IN COTE D’ IVOIRE

1.1 - Background

Cote d'Ivoire is a maritime country located in South West
Africa between:
- Ghana in the East.
- Liberia and the Republic of Guinea in the West.
- Burkina-fasso and the Republic of Mali in the
North.
- and finally the Atlantic Ocean in the South.

It has a population of approximately 10 Million.
This geographical position of Cote d’Ivoire makes the
country a powerful "maritime" nation. Vessels from all
over the world enter the port of Abidjan. The country
depends on maritime transport for most of its economic

activities.

As a matter of fact. 90%of the country's external trade
is carried by sea. This. therefore. shows the extreme

necessity for this country to establish a very highly
developed port infrastructure of its own. and a national
merchantfleet adjusted to a diverse variety of traffic
which corresponds to its external trade.
Enormousefforts

have been made by Cote d’Ivoire

very developed port infrastructure

to have a

comprising two national
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ports:

SAN-PEDROand ABIDJAN.

The number of ships calling on these ports has increased
tremendously in these two decades. This is mainly due to
the increased use of the port of Abidjan by land-locked
countries (Mali. Burkina-Fasso and Niger). They use the
Abidjan port for their imports and exports. (See Figure
1).
Due to the increase of shipping activities in the country.
an urgent programme of development was set up by the

Government. which involved the national fleet with an
appropriate Maritime Administration under the auspices of
the Ministry of Transports (now under the Ministry of
Defense). Cote d’ Ivoire established its ownNational
Shipping Companynamely. "SITRAM"(Societe

de Transports

Maritimes) to be able to gain self-reliance vis-a-vis its
principal foreign partners. The country exports mainly
coffee. cocoa. bananas, etc. This caused the country to
purchase specific vessels for this kind of trade.
But the manning of all the ships was carried out mostly by

foreign officers with the exception of the ratings who
were chosen amongIvoirians with little or no sea
experience. The need for training Nationals as seafarers
was imperative and a few selected candidates were sent to

well reputed maritime institutions

abroad.

The rapid expansion of the National Fleet forced the
Governmentinto a decision to establish a National

MaritimeTraining Institution.
Maritime training in Cote d’ Ivoire originated in 1957
with the establishment of a maritime training center under
the auspices of the Maritime and Lagoon Fisheries Service.

On 31st July. 1970. under Convention N.12/LE/FONDS/CA/70.
signed by the Governments of the Republic of Cote d’

Ivoire. the Republic of Togo and the People's Republic of
Benin. the school was regionalized and the regional
center: " Centre de 1' Enseignement et de 1' Apprentissage
Maritime

“ (CREAM)was set up.

To meet the demandfor training foreign-going officers
senior engineer officers. the " Ecole Superieure de
Navigation

" was set up within

and

CREAMin 1974.

With the development of trading by the emergent fleets

of

the African countries. existing training facilities were
inadequate for the increasing need for qualified staff.
The Government of Cote d’ Ivoire

issued Act N. 75-941 of

26th December. 1975. establishing

the regionally-oriented

Academyof Maritime Science and Technology in Abijan. Cote

d’Ivoire.
The International

Maritime Organization (IMO)and the

United Nations Conference on Trade and Commerceon Trade
and Development (UNCTAD)carried out the project at the
request of the United Nations Development Program (UNDP).
The Academy opened on 5th October. 1967.

The aim of the Academyis to train nationals

as deck and

engineer officers. radio officers. port officials and
maritime administrators to meet the needs of the Ivoirian
Merchant Fleet.

Shipping is an international activity which is under
constant pressure to develop new types of ships to meet
changing trade patterns and to update existing designs so
that they can take advantage of advanced technology in

communication systems. navigation. machinery systems. etc.
All these parameters increase the demandfor skilled

marine engineers in order to achieve safety. reliability
and economy. which are key words in the running of any

ship and any engine room today. It is against this
background that training must be developed. Therefore the
updating of an educational programmeshould consist of
removing topics of decreasing importance as well as adding
topics of increasing importance. Also the introduction of
short courses related to specific needs in shipping can be
programmedover special periods to avoid overloading the
student if spread over a whole academic year. The special
short courses would be very appropriate for those marine
officers with long sea going experience but who are not
familiar with the newly introduced technology. A new
approach for the training of future marine engineers
should meet the needs of shipping companies to stay

competitive internationally.

In particular. the engineer

should learn in a modern and fast. as well as efficient
way. to master the following operational skills:
- ship automation
- control engineering

- trouble-shooting diagnostics
- power plant optimization
- fuel economy. energy saving and maintenance

planning to lower operational costs.

1.2 - Present Facilities and Practical training
‘Training is one of those subjects that is never really
understood.

Somecompanies are quite proud of their

policies and quite rightly so. whereas others consider it
a necessary evil that costs them too much. There is also
the humanside. where a period undergoing instruction or
attending a course is almost as good as holiday."(1)
"Training is imparting so much knowledge to a student that
he is well equipped for the task of which he has to
fulfill and moreover has such basic knowledge. that he can
follow the development in maritime industry."(2)

1.2.1 General Education System

The education system of Cote d’Ivoire comprises a set of
commoneducational institutions which are connected with

one another in respect to their function and content.
Primary education is common.free and compulsory. It is
the lowest level. commencingat the age of six and

consisting of six years of schooling.

(1) Training. Shipping World 8 Shipbuilding. p.402.
Novembre 1989.

(2) Captain P. van Driest. Principal Hoger Zeeraartschool
Amsterdam. Seminar on the marine education and training
Europe and new IMCOrequirements.

in

Secondary education covers seven years. of which four are
commonand three years may be spent in one of the

following branches: science. mathematics, math-technical.
literature.
On completion of their secondary education.
students take a regional examination and successful
students obtain a baccalaureat in their respective
branches.

The baccalaureat provides the possibility to pursue higher
education which includes universities. technological
institutes and other higher specialized establishments.
Periods of study are generally between two and six years.
depending on the field of study and the nature of

specialization.
1.2.2 Marine Officers
Training System

Maritime study for merchant marine officers is provided
without cost to the trainees.
Training schemes are
entirely financed by the Government. and tuition. board
and lodging are provided for students. who are also given
a monthly allowance. The training courses include

theoretical instruction related to the shipboard skills
required by officers. general educational subjects and
practical exercises and lessons.
Maritime studies for marine officers are offered at the
"E.S.N” (Ecole Superieure de Navigation) and the "C.E.A.M"
(College d’ Apprenrissage Maritime). schools which are
part of the Academy.
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'E.S.N” School

E.S.N. is for the training of Captains and Engineer
Officers (see Figure 2). The duration of training is six
years. Four years are devoted to theoretical and
practical studies at the Academyand two years to sea
training on board merchant ships as apprentice officers.
This cycle is the upper level and there are two ways to

enter it:
A - to have a baccalaureat (scientific. mathematics.
technical or mathematics-technical).
the student must be less than 25 years old and
pass medical and physical fitness examinations.
- to pass an entrance examination
which is given each year in the following
subjects: Mathematics. Physics. English and
Engineering Drawing are optional subjects.
B - to have attended

the "C.E.A.M" school and be

admitted to enter the "E.S.N" school after
examination.
The Diploma of Lieutenant. Deck or Engine Second Grade
(apprentice) is awarded after a commonexamination at the
end of the third year at the Academy. The Diploma of

Apprentice Officer. Deck or Engine (Diploma of Lieutenant
1st Grade) is awarded after an examination at the end of
the fourth year at the Academy. The Brevet of Officer
(Brevet of Lieutenant Officer. 1st Grade) is awarded after
24 months at sea. It permits the holder to be an officer
in charge of an engineering watch. in accordance with
rules III4 and III/4 of STCW1976. The Diploma of Captain
or Engineer Officer 1st Grade. is awarded after an
examination at the end of the fourth year at the "E.N.S”.

It allows the holder. after a certain time at sea as an
officer in charge of a navigational watch. to becomeChief
Mate (Rules II/2)

or a Second Engineer to become a Chief

Engineer (Rules III/2).
The brevet of Master or Engineer Officer 1st Grade allows
the holder having at least 60 months’ sea service to carry
out the function of Master or Chief Engineer on board
ships of any tonnage and power (rules II/2 and III/2 of
STCW
1978). It should be noted that the certificates
of
competencyawarded to officers are of two types: firstly.
the “Diploma”. awarded for theoretical and practical
training indicating the level of knowledgeacquired during

the studies at the "E.S.N.“; secondly. the Certificate
attesting that trainees have acquired experience on board
merchant ships. This will assure the competent
authorities that they possess the necessary qualifications
and experience to exercise their functions on board ships.
The Normal Cycla

The normal cycle may be called training level two. It is
for the training of Captain and Engineer Officers. Second
Grade. The duration of training is 8 years. of which 4

years of theoretical and practical courses are undertaken
at "E.S.N." and 46 months is at sea on board merchant

ships as apprentice officers. For entrance into the 1st
year course the student must satisfy the entrance
conditions for the "E.S.N.". except that there is no
entrance examination. The training at the normal level is
in accordance with regulations II/4. III/4 and III/2 of
STCW1978. The Captain and Engineer Officers Third Grade
of the 'C.E.A.M.“ school can be admitted to the second

year course of the normal cycle after an entrance
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The C.E.A.H. School

The school of C.E.A.M. is for the training

personnel for fishing ships.

of marine

In addition. this school's

objective is to help students to becomeCaptain and
Engineer Officers. Third Grade. To enter this school,
applicants must have the level of the 1st year of
secondary school and take an examination. After a two
year course at the school. the students take an
examination and the successful students obtain the Diploma
of "Patron de Peche". Captain or Engineer Officer. Third
Grade. See Figure 4. Within 60 months of sea service the
deck officer obtains the Brevet of "Patron de Peche" or

Engineer Officer. Third Grade. after a total sea service
of 46 months.

During the training at the Academy.special attention is
paid to the instruction of students through courses and

practical exercises in fire fighting. first aid and
personal survival. The students are always called upon to
keep the principle of safety in their minds as a priority.
During the fourth year of the course at the Academy.
students have to prepare a thesis on a maritime subject
which is taken into consideration during the academic
year. The academy receives students from the

participating countries in the region. i.e.: Togo. Benin,
Niger. Senegal. Congo. Cameron. Zaire. Gabon. etc.

The training of marine engineer officers is carried out at
the Maritime Academy. It is the only establishment for
the training of marine officers for the merchant marine.
It was established in 1987. regrouping the old schools for

the merchant marine. It is built on its present site on
an area of 30 hectares in the city of Abdijan. the biggest
city and port of Cote d’Ivoire.
The principal buildings of the Academyinclude: academic
laboratories and workshops. academic buildings. offices

for the faculty and administrative staff. large
dormitories with a capacity of 266 beds. a mess hall and

galley. and sport facilities.

It serves as a boarding

school and has a capacity of 165 students (year 1967).

Practical Training Aids for Marine Engineers
Training aids are any physical devices or tools used by
the instructor as an added means of communication to

facilitate the learning of the trainees. Theyare used
in conjunction with instruction whenexplaining practical
exercises in certain skills. Training aids are an aid to
instruction. learning and direct experience. but not a
substitute.
Spokenor written words are the expression of
thought and we use our senses of imagination to form a
mental picture of the notion that the words seem to
impact. Training aids assist in the process of
communication by adding realism and substance to ideas.
descriptions and explanations given in words during

courses. This is done through sight. the means by which a
great part of all the things we learn come to us.
Training aids put sight to us in learning. and they also

give the trainee the opportunity to perform practical
operations with his ownhands. The result is an easier
understanding and fuller retention of the subject matter
by the trainee. a saving in teaching time. greater
interest and morale of the trainee and faster development
of practical skills.
For these reasons. nobody concerned
with the training of seafarers and marine engineers can
really afford to neglect to employor to use appropriate
maritime aids to the fullest extent possible.

The practical training in professional courses for marine
engineers at the Maritime Academyand at sea forms a very

important and an integral part of the training aids: (a)
laboratories and workshops and (b) training vessels.
(a) Laboratories
Laboratories

and Workshops

are used to implement and expand on the

classroom instruction and to develop the categories and
grades of marine engineers. Laboratory work is one of the
most important phases of training for practical marine
engineers.

who must have an intimate knowledge of how to

operate. test. maintain and repair a wide variety of
machinery and equipment.

The Academyhas at the disposal

of the students the following laboratories for marine

engineers: electronics. electro-technology. electricity.
automation. refrigeration plant. diesel engine. water. oil
and fuel analysis.

etc.

The workshops comprise welding.

fitting. forginge and operations. The instruction in the
workshopsas a training aid is intended to qualify
trainees to perform emergency repairs or basic shipboard

maintenance. Generally. the training in workshops is
carried out during the first two years at the Academy.

(b) Training Vessels

The use of training vessels offers certain advantages in
the practical instruction of marine engineers. Ship
construction details. the various machinery and equipment
fitted on board. piping. electrical and other systems. and
layout are more readily studied and understood on board
ship. Trainies can also be instructed in such tasks as
machinery operation.

maintenance and repair.

The Academy

has at its disposal two training ships: "Golf de Guinee".
whose gross register tonnage is 226 tons. and whose
machinery develops 600 horse-power; and "Alidate" of
nearly the same characteristics as the "Golf de Guinee"
and the first ship belonging to the Academyand the old
school since 1975.
Each of them can embark 30 to 40 students

for one day

trips. Onepart of the sea training is carried out on
board trading ships. This is carried out through the
collaboration of the Ministry of Defense (marine).
Figure 6:

Evolution of the Numberof Students at the
Academy
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1.3 - The International Convention on Standards of
Training, Certification and Uatchkeeping for
Seafarers,

1978 (STCH1978)

Maritimetraining and examination/certification of
seafarers are two vital and inseparable links in a chain
which determines the standards of safety and efficiency of
the operation of ships. It should be kept in mind that
proper maritime training is the fundamental requirement
and most important element in ensuring the safe and

efficient operation of ships.
The convention, which has great relevance to seafarers, is
the International Convention on Standards of Training,
Certification and Natchkeeping for Seafarers, 1978, of the
international Maritime Organization. This Convention is
the first attempt to establish global minimumprofessional
standards for seafarers.

The whole aim of the STCW1978

Convention is to ensure that merchant ships operate safely
and efficiently with maximumprotection of the environment

against pollution.
The STCW1978 Convention was adopted by the member states

of the International Maritime Organization (IMO)at an
International conference held in London in 1978. The
Convention prescribed minimumstandards which contracting
parties are obliged to meet or exceed. The Convention
would come into force one year from the date on which 25
countries, the combined merchant fleets of which
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constitute not less than fifty percent of the world’s
merchant shipping (of vessels of 100 gross register tons
or more) have acceded to it. This target was reached on
27th April 1963 and the STCW1978 Convention entered

into

force on 28th April 1984. The Convention provides for the

first time, on an international scale, minimumstandards
for seafarers in terms of the levels of theoretical and
practical knowledgelinked to professional experience and
understanding required for the certification of
professional competenceof seafarers.
The effect of the
Convention’s entry into force will therefore be to raise
standards in the world. Oneespecially important feature
of the convention is that it will apply to ships of
non-party states whenvisiting ports of states which are
parties to the Convention.
The technical provisions of the Convention are contained
in an annex which is divided into six chapters dealing
with the following subjects:
(i)
General Provisions
(ii)

Deck Department

(iii) Engine Department
(iv) Radio Department
(v) Special Requirements for Tankers
(vi) Proficiency in Survival

(i) General Provisions

This chapter deals with control procedures, certification
and power of the port States.
(ii)

Deck Department

This chapter establishes the basic principles to be

observed in keeping a navigational

watch, watch

arrangements, fitness for duties and responsibilities,

the

duties of the lookout, navigation with pilot on board and
protection of the marine environment. It covers Masters
and Chief Mates of ships of 200 gross tons to 1600 gross
tons and of ships of 1600 gross tons and above, Masters
and Officers in charge of navigational watches on ships

below 200 gross tons and ratings.

The structure relating

to deck officer certification is illustrated in Figure 7.
(iii)

Engine Department

This chapter sets up the basic principles to be observed
in engineering watches, general operation, watch
requirements, fitness for duties, and protection of the
environment. The requirements for deck officers vary
according to the tonnage of the ships. However, for
engineer officers, the determining factor is the
propulsion power of the engine. The regulations cover
mandatory minimumrequirements for certification
of Chief
Engineer and Second Engineer Officers of ships powered by
main propulsion machinery of 3000 kw or more and ships of
750 kw to 3000 kw. There are also requirements for

engineer officers in periodically unmannedengine rooms.
The mandatory requirements for the Engine Department are
contained in six regulations and appendices to them.
Regulation III/1 Basic principles to be observed in
keeping an engineering watch.
Regulation III/2 Mandatory minimumrequirements for
Certification of Chief and Second
Engineer Officers of ships powered by
Regulation III/3

main propulsion machinery of 3000 kw or
more.
Mandatory minimumrequirements for
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ratings forming part of an engine room
watch.

Thestructure relating to the engineer officer’s
certification is illustrated in Figure B. A detailed
diagrammefor marine engineer officers
Figure 9.

is shown in

(iv) Radio Department

This chapter is concerned with the radio department. The
mandatoryprovisions relating to this department appear in
the Radio Regulations

and the SOLASConvention.

(v) Special Requirements for Tankers

Thechapter illustrates the importance of this type of
ship. Attention is paid to both safety and pollution
aspects.
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(vi) Proficiency in Survival Crafts

This chapter establishes requirements governing the
issuance of certificates and proficiency in Survival
Crafts. There are also a number of Resolutions adopted by
IMOsince 1976 relating to training of seafarers.

lHO’s Assistance in Cote d’ Ivoire

The Cote d’Ivoire Ministry of Defence gives the highest

priority to the training of national seafarers.

The

Academy,which is under the supervision of this Ministry,
works in close collaboration with the IMO. In order that

the Academyfulfills

its objectives at the professional

level and in order to improve the standards of education
and training of seafarers to meet the requirements of STCW
1978, the Cote d’ Ivoire Government requested

IMOto

provide project assistance. The objectives of the project
are:
- to reinforce maritime education
- to train the training staff with the assistance of a
numberof expatriate personnel, to develop a mid-term
strategy for Maritime Training. The foregoing was
envisaged to contribute in the application of the STCW
Convention.

A program drawn up by IMO, the United Nations

Development Programme (UNDP) and the Government was

approved in 1978. It called for an adviser, experts,
consultants, equipment and also a training component.
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Figure 10: The various subjects which are included in the

curricula are illustrated in Figure 10.
First Year
Theoretical Courses

Hours/week

Mathematics

Electrical Engineering
Thermodynamics

English
Workshop Technology

Engineering Drawing

Celestial Navigation
Navigation
Laws

Rules of the Road, Port Signals

I-s--hH(/lD~lN-b"‘-b

m
L
0
C
L
0(OD
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n

Pratical
Electrical Engineering
Fuel Technology, Lubricants,

Combustibles

1
0.

Workshop Machines

1

Signals
Pratical Navigation

0.
O

Seamanship
Knots
Boat Handling

M
9-

.I O

Life Saving

0,5

Second Year

Theoretical Courses

Hours/week

Mechanics and Strength of Materials

Electrical Engineering
Electronics
Fluid Mechanics
English

Ship Construction

.U(OCD)
3/4

Plan Drawing

3.0

Radio Electronics
Navigation, Charts
Maritime Legislation

1.5
4.0
3/4

l\Jvbr—hJN

Practical:
Machinery

1.5

Electrical Engineering
Electronics

1.5
0.5

Navigation

1.0

Physical Education and Sports: One afternoon a week.
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Third Year

Theoretical Courses
Electrical Engineering
Electronics

1.5
1.5

Machinery

5.0

English

2.5

Automation
Hygiene

2.0
0.5

Radio Electronics

1.5

Theory of Navigation

3/4

Navigation, Charts

2.5

Maneuvering

3/4

Commercial Law

1.0

Ship’s Operation

0.5

Meteorology
Rules of the Road, Buoyancy, Port Signal

1.0
0.5

Practical:
Machinery
Steam Turbine

1.0
3.0

Electrical Engineering
Electronics

3.0
1.0

Automation

1.0

Navigation

1.0

Physical Education and Sports: One afternoon a week
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Fourth Year

Theoretical Courses

Hours/week

Electrical Engineering

1.5

Machinery

1.5

English
Reports
Safety, Accident damage
Automation

1.5
1.5
3/4
2.5

Maritime Commerce

1.0

Hygiene

0.5

Electronics

2.5

Theory of Navigation
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1.5
1.5

Practice of Formalities

1.0

Ship Handling
Ship Operation

3/4
1.0

Practical Study of Boarding Regulations
Legislation and Accounting

1.5
1.5

Precticals
Electrical Engineering

1.5

Automation

1.5

Electronics

3.0

Physical Education and Sports: One afternoon a week.
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91.2111Engine Simulate: Icaiuing 992:5: E9:
Basins Engineers es 6519965 esagemx
"Youdo things right because you have experience:
have experience because you do things wrong."

you

( Chinese Proverb)

2.1 - Introduction
In 1986 an engine room simulator was put into operation at
the Maritime Academy in ABIDJAN. The main reason for this

was to obtain a facility that could be used in the
training of ship engineers in the safe and economic
operation of maritime transportation.
The engine room simulator is described in this paper. To
ensure clear communication, the term simulator must be

defined.
A Iioulator is a machine that attempts to reproduce or
represent the exact or nearly exact phenomenalikely to
occur in the real world. The "real world" may need to be
represented for a number of purposes.

Engineering simulators represent and manipulate real-world
phenomenaso that conclusions

may be reached about

man-madeproducts inter alia ships.

Simulators are good

for both trainee and expert practice.
There are a variety o¥ simulators that have been designed

for specific training purposes, including skills
development, decision making and problem solving.

examiningthese specific efforts,
simulation.

Before

here are the reasons for

During the last decade, simulators for training have
becomean accepted teaching aid in nautical circles.
The
most wided used types of marine simulators

nowadays are

the ship’s bridge and engine roomsimulators for training
deck and engineer officers.
The gradually improved marine
training simulators have becometrue-to-life.
The
invention, design and creation of suitable forms and types
of these simulators occupy a considerable amount of
ingenuity of professional engineers, technologists and
scientists throughout the world. Morerecently computers
have enabled machine responses to be modelled in the most

sophisticated manner.
Today the simulator honeymoonis over. Ship simulators
for training are no longer a novelty; they have become

essential aids in maritime training and like any other
training

aid, they should be used to maximumadvantage.

The use of ship’s simulators for training can be
summarizedas having two objectives: safe and efficient
ship operation. Whatdoes safe and efficient ship
operation mean? It means a further reduction of a ship’s
complement, an integration of functions on board, a more
reliable automatic control and monitoring system on board,
and more efficient sailing with respect to fuel economy.
It can also mean a stronger demandfor safety at sea.
In response to the rapid development of more complex and

sophisticated marine power plants, manymaritime training

institutions have recently built and installed engine room

simulators for training marine engineers. A question
arises as to what shall be called an engine room
simulator. A common,general definition of an engine room
simulator is a complete engine room system where all the
machinery has been reproduced through the application of a
computer programme to present specific engine room compo
nents as they would be onboard modern ships.
The system
is designed in such a way that all operational actions

taken by the trainee produce fair operational functions of
a typical main propulsion plant. The simulated engine
room system covers both the main propulsion plant and the
auxiliary components throughout the engine room. The
Engine roomsimulators are divided into three versions:
i
ii
iii

steam plant simulators,
medium-speeddiesel plant simulators,
slow-speed diesel plant simulators.

This chapter deals with an engine room simulator with a

slow speed diesel plant that is called a "diesel engine
room simulator“.

2.2 - Purpose
The purpose of using a diesel engine room simulator is to
provide an educational and training aid that will give a

fairly realistic reproduction of the behaviour of a
typical propulsion diesel plant and auxiliary equipment as
found on board modernships.

This facility

will permit

marine engineers to gain significant training in the
skills of efficiently operating and troubleshooting a
modern automated propulsion system.

This aid can be used

also in the training of ship engineers in the safe and
economic operation of diesel engine machinery.

And it is

useful for training junior engineers in basic engine room
operation, training senior engineers in emergency
operation and trouble-shooting and training senior and
chief engineers in optimal plant operations, fuel economy
and energy saving.

Simulators and associated training aids, either in the
form of equipment or
an environment where
both operational and
related to realistic

documentation, are able to generate
a group of trainees may be trained in
corrective procedures on equipment
ship systems, where the maximum

penalty for incorrect actions is limited to the
embarrassment of the trainee.

Knowing he has "made a

mistake"is usually sufficient to ensure a better
understanding of the correct procedures should the fault
occur again.
Summarizing, it can be said that simulators provide 7 main
advantages over other forms of training in the area of:

i
ii
iii

lowered training costs
time saving in achieving operational experience

1

lowered training costs

moreeffective training
iv repeatability conditions
v availability
vi safer training
vii evaluation

A training simulator provides the means by which different

training situations, operational scenarios, fault or
emergency conditions,

may be programmedfor training

purposes, without involving the costs associated with
putting a ship to sea, and without involving any

operational units or personnel.
ii

time saving in achieving operational experience

It takes years for a marine engineer to experience a
sufficiently great numberof various malfunctions and
failures in the machinery installed to really becomean
experienced and safe operator. The engine room "diesel
plant" simulator overcomes this by providing considerably
fewer practice hours for approximately the same
experience. The dynamic real-time simulator may compress
years of experience into a few weeks. Thus the simulator
saves time.

iii

repeatability conditions

Dueto the ability of a training simulator to repeat
exercises or situations without error, student performance
maybe assessed objectively to ascertain errors in
tecnique. Also, successive students can be subjected to
the samesituations.

iv

availability

Training programmescan be prepared for differing courses
and different curriculum with the knowledgethat, unlike

a ship’s operational equipment, the training simulator
will be available in one location normally adjacent to

lecturing facilities.
Training programmescan also be re-arranged to suit the

trainees’ requirements whilst the course is in progress
and additional

notice.

courses can be programmedin at short

v

moreeffective training

Whether the training is more effective can perhaps be
questioned, mainly because factors such as attitude
training and factual training are so important on board
a vessel. Onthe other hand, skill training is almost
certainly more effective on the diesel engine room
simulator than on board ship, because the conditions are
completely under control. The trainee certainly will both
rememberand beleve in his theoretical knowledge better
whenhe tests and proves it during training on the
simulator. The training on the diesel engine room

simulator is further moreeffective since it develops the
students’ ability and methods of decision-making.
Someexamples of exercises

on the simulator which are

effective training possibilities are as follows:
i)
It is possible to analyse the combustion and
injection information of each cylinder on the indicator
diagram. The diagram is printed by a six-channel
recorder. The recent use of the Diesel Engine Tuning
System ( DETS) for the control

of the combustion and

injection makesthe exercise and analysis of such a system
on the simulator moreeffective. Figure 11 illustrates an
example of the possibility to analyse the combustion and

injection pressure of one cylinder.
ii) Wear of the piston rings and bearings on a marine
diesel engine is very slow and is only apparent over a
long period. The recent use of the Piston Condition
Monitoring System (PCMS)provides the opportunity to see

the wear condition on different positions of the piston
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rings.

On the simulator serious wear can be demonstrated

and analysed.

As an example, Figure 12a shows the normal

piston ring condition. Figure 12b shows piston ring wear
condition after a certain time; Figure 12c demonstrates
the piston wear condition after a certain period of time.
VI

Safer Training

Finally, and perhaps most important of all, the diesel
engine simulator is the safest methodof training.
Training to enable personnel to meet dangerous situations
is best carried out under safe conditions where there is
no risk of damage. For instance, the training for
emergency stoppage of the main propulsion plant,

emergency

running, scavenging air box fire, piston seizure,
crankcase explosion, engine roomfire, lost propeller,
heavy hull fouling, electric power supply blackout, and so
on, can all be practised safely. Additionally, several
other instances which may occur in the engine room
machinery and remote control room, can be exercised on the
simulator whereas they cannot safely be carried out on

board a vessel without jeopardizing the interest of the
shipowner or the safety of the ship, her crew and in some
cases also the environment. Examples of some exercise

situations carried out under safe conditions are:
a) Analysing the effect on the main engine when the

propeller is lost can be drilled in safe condition. The
propeller is lost, the main engine overspeeds. The
regulator adjusts the fuel lever and the engine speed
returns to normal and the ship speed decreases gradually
due to the ship’s inertia ( Figure 13 ).
b) Analysing the effects of various parameters on the
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characteristics of the engine whenthe hull of the vessel
is fouled. These parameters are:
.Parameter

name

.ﬂain engine

.

speed

. Normal

.

RPM

.Cylinder temperature
.Exhaust temperature
.Fuel lever
.Hain engine shaft power
.Fuel oil flow
.Ship speed

.
.
.
.
.
.

Dgr C . 99.7
Dgr C . 394
.
0.752
MW
. 13.320
T/H
.
2.723
knots . 16.645

.Fuel oil inlet pressure
.Hean indicated pressure
.Hain engine efficiency

. Bar
. Bar
.

Figure 14 illustrates
main engine.

. 114

.
.
.

. Heavily

.

fouled

.

. 114

.

. 10B
. 426
.
0.901
. 15.967
.
3.262
. 14.144

.
.
.
.
.
.

4.982 .
10.6
.
0.8955 .

the dynamiccharacteristics

4.207 .
12.6
.
0.9027.

of the

The main engine speed is normally controlled

by the regulator. But the fuel lever is shifted further,
the ship speed still decreases, the exhaust temperature
rises, the temperature of cylinder liner increases. The
main engine is therefore

develops more power.

The main

indicated pressure then increases.
c) The simulator can also simulate the functioning of

the variable pitch propeller according to the variation of
pitch, main engine speed, fuel lever, power, ship speed,
propeller torque and thrust. All these parameters change
correspondingly as illustrated in the table on Figure 15a.
Thecharacteristics of the propeller pitch can be plotted
as shown in Figure 15b.

FIGURE 15A

The characteristics

of varying pitch propeller
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1
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114
114
114

111
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13.354
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7.360

1
'
I
I

1.003
0.335
0.734

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

17.3
16.3
16.0
14.6
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1
:
1
1

3.31
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401
301
201
01
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- 401
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1
I
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1
1
1
1
1
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39.2
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1
1
1
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1
1
1
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I
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1
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1
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'
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VII evaluation

In addition to training, experienced personnel can use a
simulator to formulate and test various emergency

procedures or operational tactics.
2.3 Simulator process by computer techniques.

"Diesel Plant Simulators" for training, have been
developed, built and installed in manyinstitutions
over the world in the last two decades.

all

All have in

commonwhat we call a mathematical simulation model
programmed on a computer describing an engine room’s

characteristics.

Using the marine engine simulator during myfield trips as
a teaching aid, I have discovered manyspecial merits of
the simulator: the economyof simulator training, the

possibility of repeated training of the students,
improvingtheir ability to analyse and removefaults, the
shortening of the damageprocess, and the possibility

of

special studies.
The diesel

engine room simulator

in ABIDJANACADEMY
is

controlled by a computer system in which have been
installed mathematical models of a marine power plant and
in which adequate devices for adjustment and display have

been set up to simulate various operating conditions of
ship power plants.
Digital computers have replaced the analogue computers,
thus, giving a new dimension to the development of the
engine room simulation process by computer techniques.
This has permitted the building up of good and efficient

modelswith a certain flexibility.
which are interconnected

The simulation models,

in many different

ways and can be

adjusted to specific plant requirements, are of three
different types:

a)

a)

basic models

b)

system models

c)

plant models

basic models

A basic model may represent,

pump,a filter,

for instance,

a valve, a

an actuator, a sensor, a controller, a

cooler, a heater, a tube, a tank, etc. Each basic model
is set up as a mathematical function describing a law of
physics, and has input variables, mathematical functions
and output variables. The mathematical function contains
also certain constant factors. The mathematical functions
are computedat regular intervals, the output values
varying with the variation of input (time-dependent),
the simulation models therefore being dynamic.
b)

system models

The system models consist of various numbers of basic
models. An output variable from one basic model, e.g. a

valve, is an input variable to another basic model, e.g. a
pump; the output of the pumpmay be an input of a filter,
and so on with various basic models concerned. All of
these basic models are linked together to form a system

modelwhich represents a specific major part or function
of the plant. The following samples are some of the

system models that can be constructed:
--—-fresh water system

----lubrication oil system for main engine
----sea water system
----fuel oil system
----fuel oil storage tank system
----electric power supply system
----compressed air system
----boiler combustion system
----piston cooling system
----ship propulsion system
----injection valve cooling system
----main engine bearing cooling system.
Figures 16 and 17 are models of a lubrication
and a fresh water system.

oil system

c) plant models

The plant model represents the total engine room
configuration and it is built up by various system models.
For example, a model drawing with a slow speed engine

plant is illustrated

in Figure 18. Following analysis of

all engine room machinery and systems, they are
represented by a mathematical model, and a programme is
thus obtained for the computer to simulate the engine room
operations.
Dynamicmodels of all components are

accurately depicted.

The connection and integretion of

all component models form a complete engine room process
which is controlled by the computer system. Mathematical

modelsof the propulsion plant with associated auxiliary
systems are loaded into the computer’s memorythrough a
floppy disc. The computer with simulation models is
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connected to the instructor's
equipment.

station and the roomcontrol

The programmed diesel

engine room model

responds accurately to the input from the engine control
room. The software of the computer consists of various
programmesnecessary to operate the whole engine room,

presented through mathematical models. Flexibility

is

achieved by using a general purpose computer with memory

directly accessible from the floppy disc.

Extension or

alteration of the simulating programmes may be done by
just reading in a new floppy disc.

2.4
Description of the Engine Simulator:
X
The Engine Simulator consists of:
the control room

the"Bridge"/Instructor’s room
____the engine room

Figure 19 gives a schematic simplified flow simulator
layout.
2.4.1 The Control Room

The control room is a fascimile of an engine control room
as usually found on board modern ships. The training is
performed in an environment similar to the actual ship’s
control station environment. The engine control console

consists of the following console sections:
a main engine maneuvering console section
§

b) auxiliary boiler control section
c) logger and alarm system console section
d) generator switchboard and group starter panel
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console section
e) super economical shaft generator.
Someof the items of equipment are briefly described.
a) Hain Engine Haneuvring Console Section

The main engine maneuvering section includes:
a remote main engine maneuvering device, a sub engine

telegraph, main engine control position changeover
switches, a remote control switch for main engine starting
air, automatic control switches for main engine
scavenging, air pressure control, remote control switches
for main engine fuel oil changeover, instruments for
remote monitoring of main engine running conditions and a
telephone set for communication with the wheelhouse.
The remote main engine maneuvering device consists

of a

speed setting lever (F.O. handle), a reversing lever
(also serves as an engine telegraph response lever), a
start push button and auxiliary controls such as emergency
stop switch and emergency override switch.
b) Auxiliary Boiler Control Section
This console section has an automatic combustion

controller and auxiliary controls for the boiler, a feed
water controller, exhaust gas economizer, superheater
steam valve changeover switches and soot blower switch,
and truments and indicator lights for remote monitoring of

the auxiliary boiler.

c) Logger and Alarm System Console Section

This console section is fitted with an automatic alarm
system, a watch free system. The logger equipment prints
out the data stored in the automatic alarm system on
demand at any time.

d) Senerator Switchboard and Group Starter
Console section

Panel

In actual ships, switchboards and group starter panels are
not part of the engine room console, but separately

installed independent units. In this simulator, they are
included as part of the engine control console for
training purposes.
e) Super Economical Shaft Generator

( SSS )

The S86 is equipped with the simulator

and a mimic panel

for the SSS control is provided in the engine control
console.
2.4.2 Instructor

RoomConsole

The instructor room console has a wheel house maneuvering
panel for remote control of the main engine, and also a

start switch for start-stop control of the simulator, an
initial start condition setting panel for simulation start
conditioning, and an abnormal condition setting panel for
simulation condition changing.

2.4.3 The Distributed Processing Computer System

The distributed processing computer system is the heart of
the simulator and consists of a digital computer. Two
computersare installed in a control processing unit
panel, one computer in the engine control console, and the
other computer in the instructor's console. These
computers are interconnected by an optical fiber system

for data trans-fer.
2.4.4 Sound Generator

A sound generator is installed

in the central processing

unit panel. It is electronically controlled and three
speakers are used to reproduce specific sounds which
represent the sounds generated by the main engine,
turbo-generator, diesel generator and air compressors.

2.4.5 Printers
Four printers are used in the simulator:

--the engine Log Printer to print out the variable
data such as pressures, temperatures, levels and speeds,
etc..which are stored in the automatic alarm system at
preset interval

or on demand at any time.

--the AlarmPrinter to automatically print out the
alarm-state monitored variable data whenever the automatic
alarm system detects an abnormal condition.
--the Hard CopyPrinter, a color printer, copies the
information as displayed on the cathode ray tube display
of the automatic alarm system.

--the Event Printer to print out the training event
data in the order of occurence of events, such as starting
and stopping of the main engine, generators, and auxiliary
boiler and serious misoperations by the trainee during the
training course.
2.4.6 A Central Processing Unit Panel
Has two computers and a sound generator
computer.

with its own

2.4.7 Power Source Panel

Electrical power for the simulator is supplied from a
large storage battery which can supply D.C. power to the
simulator for some duration.
2.4.6 The Engine RoomBraphic Panel

On board modern ships,

the engine room equipment is

located all over the engine room. To stimulate this
situation, different local engine roomcontrol panels are
supplied.
For the Diesel Engine Plant, the local panel for each of
the following engine room systems/components are provided:
P_1.a.i.n
Engine and 12:92

Eenscatec

@2922

This panel comprises:

---main Engine, including air coolers and turbo
chargers
---L.0. pumps

--—-crosshead L.O. pumps

----jacket
----piston

C.F.N. pumps
C.F.W. pumps

—--—fuel valve C.F.H. pumps

----main and auxiliary c.s.w. pumps
----F.0. booster pumps
-—--vacuum pumps

----condensate pumps
----and heat exchangers, tanks and piping systems
necessary for normal functioning of these pieces
of equipment.
625111152 3911:: 5:222

This panel comprises:

----auxiliary boiler
----exhaust gas economizer
----boiler fuel oil burning pumps
----waste oil burning pumps
----boiler feed water pumps
----boiler circulating pumps

----forced draft fans
----and heat exchangers, tanks and piping systems.
Esngcatec §:9ue
This panel comprises:

---diesel generators
----main and auxiliary air compressors, sea water
service pumps, and the heat exchangers, tanks
and piping systems.

E92; Q1; @5992

This panel comprises:

----main and auxiliary fuel oil pumps

----heavy fuel oil purifier
----diesel fuel oil purifier
----heavy fuel oil tank
----diesel fuel oil tank and the piping systems for
equipmentinter-connection.

Ella: Icsatmsut Ecgue
This panel comprises:

----fire and general service pump
----fire pumpand ballast pump
----bilge pump
----bilge oil separator pump
----sludge pump

----bilge oil separator and the tanks and piping
systems.
nashinecx Directly Qascateg an the Qcaenig Bang;

The following machinery components are directly
on the graphic panel :

----starting

operated

of the main engine ( emergency )

---main engine turning gear
----main engine aux. blower

----starting of the diesel generators
----air compressors

----pumps
----D.F.D./H.F.0.

blender and blended oil mixer

----purifiers
----bilge separator

----distilling plant.
The valves arranged on the graphic panel are as follows:

----ordinary valves, including drain traps
----safety valves
----motor and solenoid operated valves
----various regulating valves such as temperature,
pressure and level regulating valves, not
operable on the graphic panel but by supplying

the control air.
The open-closed status of the valves on the graphic panel
is stored as the valve status data in the computer system

and actually affects the functioning of the other
equipment in the simulation as they would do in a real

ship.
In short,

more components and systems may be added

according to the engine room simulator required.
Equipmentfor resetting trip and for simulating repair of
nalfunctionning componentsare also available on the local
panels. The trainees are normally confined to the control
room, but visit the engine room, for example, to check the
state of controlled component, reset malfunctions and
practice the normal operation of control valves.
Several pushbuttons of the main engine represent one type

of fault. Additionally, the panel has provision for
adjustment of the fuel rack position for each cylinder.

Loudspeakers are also available in the engine room in
order to reproduce the engine sounds.

There are also other diesel engine room simulators using
a core advanced simulation technology. In this type all
panels and consoles may be replaced by a colour graphic
processor and colour graphic screen housed in the
student's and the teacher’s terminals. The colour graphic
screen displays system diagrams of the simulated diesel
engine room. It is also the engine room panel. The
student’s terminal consists of a colour data video
display, a keyboard and a printer for logging actions
taken by the student and by the teacher, as well as for
normal alarm printout.
The student terminal is part of
the alarm and the remote machinery operation system. The
student is able to call a mimic diagram to the colour
display for each of the simulated sub-systems. In the
mimicdiagrams the trainee is able to observe the
conditions of the simulated systems. Several of the
simulated machinery components displayed can be operated
from the student’s keyboard, for example opening and
closing a valve in the fresh water system. The same
keyboard is used to acknowledge the alarms coming up.

Fromthe student’s keyboard, it is also possible to amke
sieulated overhauls of malfunctions introduced from the
teacher’s keyboard.
2.5

IHO’s Work on Marine Simulator

with the present advanced marine technology and

sophistication of ship automation, it was clear that
contacts between researchers, designers, manufacturers and
users of marine simulators are of great importance. So in
September 1978 the International Maritime Organization

established the International
(IHSF).

Marine Simulators Forum

The aim of the IMSF is:

-to provide an effective mediumfor the interchange
of views and experience in simulator development;

-to improvethe state of art of simulators;
-to study the manufacture and utilization of marine
simulators for training and examination of seamen and to

improvetheir application for training and research;
-to advance the development and to promote the use of
marine simulators in order to improve maritime safety and
productivity worldwide.
The work of the IMSFhas successfully

the International

been supported by

Conferences on marine simulation held in

1978 at Southampton, England,

in 1981 in New York, U.S.A,

and in 1984 in Rotterdam, The Netherlands.

C3F1F\F’1'EEF?
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Training Programme: For Harine Engineers

At Other Haritime Institutions.

Introduction.
Technology in shipping has undergone a revolution in the
past decades, causing the need for establishing new models

of training in different countries.
Manydeveloping countries

have been compelled to improve

the level of maritime schools and establish universities
or maritime academies.

This has been done also in some

developed countries.
Newmodels of navigation

have been introduced

which

enable the ship’s personnel to give more attention to
controlling procedure and decision-making, which increases
safety standards by reducing humanerror. This trend has
resulted in the introduction of a new approach of training
methodsfor personnel in manytraining institutions with
the aim of meeting the new safety requirements.
On the basis of what has been said, there is a need for

changing in the policy of training models in different
countries including developed countries. Ship officers
must be trained to be able to meet all demandsrelating to
developmentsthat can arise in international shipping.
In others words, ship officers must be able to perform
different tasks, namely:

61

To apply all international

regulations on board

ships.
To take a right decision in dangerous situations
at sea.
To be capable of operating the ship with the

highest cost effectiveness.
To evaluate the ship’s performance in case of a
dangerous situation and make her safe.
To use effectively modern,technical systems for

the optimisation of the ship’s operation processes
Andto use the internal and external information

flow to operate the ship safely and effectively.

3.1

IHO’8 ROLE AND HDDELS OF TRAINING.

The effectiveness of training processes are based on four
fundamental elements,namely:
1. level of candidates and syllabus.

2. level of teaching staff.
3. methods of training.
4. teaching aids and equipment
The relationship between the model of
effective manning system and the kind
operational system is shown in Figure

used.
training, its
of ship’s and
20.

There is a significant IMOrole in raising the standards
of training of seafarers in the world by establishing
various maritime Conventions.
It has been proved that the principal key to the
improvementof maritime and environmental safety lies in
enhancing the education and training of all personnel
involved in international shipping. Today IMOhas
established 35 major Conventions of which 27 are already

in force.

The most important is the International

Convention on Standards of Training accepted by 73%of
World merchant shipping tonnage.

The E.E. countries have already accepted and ratified
STCN78 Convention and its results

the

have been implemented

by various institutions in their syllabuses.
The effective enforcement of convention requirements
requires the active involvement of well trained and
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experienced ship personnel. They can be regarded as the
fundamental models of training cadets and sea-going

officers in the world training institutions.
The first

model is based on a high level of theory where

pratical aspects are supported by training vessels and
simulators are also used.
In the second model, the theoretical level is not very
high, the period of sea training on an operational basis
is maintained, and simulators and computers are used.
The third model is based on minimumrequirements of the
STCW-78Convention.
A short period on board ship and some

time devoted to simulator training is maintained.
Someselected models of training in developed countries
will be presented to compare the above mentioned to the
world’s fundamental models.
3.2

Maritime Education and Training
Federal Republic of Germany.

Since 1970 most independant

(M.E.T.) IN THE

METschools

in FRGhave been

amalgamated with other colleges of Higher Education to
form large polytechnics and so become departments within

the polytechnics.
The HETschools offer the main professional

leading to different certificates

courses

of competencyfor the

deck department issued by the Federal Ministry of
Transport,as well as a number of short courses for
seafarers, shore-based personnel from the shipping
industry and port authorities.
As maritime departments of
polytechnics award the degree of Maritime studies to their
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full time students.
The objective of the professional courses offered by any
maritime school in the FRGis to prepare candidates aiming
at certificates of competency for deck and engine
departments for their future profession aboard ship or
ashore in the shipping and transport or other related
industries and bodies.

These courses educate and train the students to be able to
apply the principles taught and the insights gained to any
task with which they may be faced in their carrer.
The
certificates issued by the Fedral Ministry of Transport
are:
Licences for Deck

Licences eng./ship

Officers and Masters

Electrical technicians

1. DeckOfficer/Master
near continental trade
(limited

1. Ship’s electrical
technician or state

1000 GRT)

examined technician

2. Deck Officer/Master

2. Engineer Officer

foreign going trade

continental trade up to
600 kw propulsion

3. Deck Officer/Master
foreign going trade
(unlimited tonnage)

power.

3. Chief Engineer up to
3000 kw

4. Chieg Engineer Officer
up to 8000 kw
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5. Chief Engineer Officer

unlimited
propulsion power.

(all trading areas)
The licences for ship’s electrical technician and engineer
officer (nautical) are not part of the three different
schemes. The admission for professional

training aiming

at three different licences corresponds to three levels of
general education. The general education starts at the
age of six. Three different levels can be achieved: the
lowest level after nine years of schooling plus a general
certificate of education; the mediumlevel after ten
years; and the highest level after 12-13 years.
It has becomepossible during the last few years for
officers holding a mediumlicence to be upgraded to deep
sea master or chief engineer (unlimited tonnage) by

additional general and professional studies.
Somemaritime schools are authorised by the Federal
Ministry of Transport to set and hold examinations and the

Federal Ministry of Transport issues the appropriate
certificate after the candidate has been declared
successful in an examination. After the required sea
service, aboard a ship, presently nine months, appropriate
to the class of his certificate, the holder mayexchange
his watchkeepingcertificate for the corresponding
Master’s/Chief Engineer certificate without any further
studies or examinations.

Students aiming at the highest class of certificate
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follow

the polytechnic course: a three year full time degree
course at first degree level at the end of which they are
awardedthe polytechnic degree in nautical science or
engineering and obtain the highest certificate of
competency from the Federal Ministry of Transport. Thus,
they are not only qualified to serve as deck or engine

officers but also to enter marine oriented industries,
administrations and other activities.
The degree is aimed
at the technology and business methods of the marine

field.

Hence, students

seeking employment in the management of

shipping or other related industries, rather than serving
as ship’s officers, can follow the degree course after
industrial training instead of doing the sea service
necessary for the certificates of competency.
According to the tonnage of vessels, navigation areas

etc, the qualifications and certifications of officers are
shown in Appendix A.

Simulator Training Course.

A simulator-based training course is designed to enhance
the potential engineer’s decision-making skills as they
apply to engine room watchkeeping situations.
Pratical demonstrations are made. Emphasis is also placed
on the development of correct engine room procedures.
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3.3

The Polish Training Model

The Merchant Marine Academies in are specialized

technical

universities educating and training future officers for
merchant ships and specialists in the maritime
industry. The Academiesalso offer postgraduate officer
training and specialized courses.
All graduates obtain a Msc degree of a given

specialization.
Employeesof shipyards and harbours can
take evening courses in ship equipment repairs and seaport
management. Intramural studies include five

specializations:
1. Marine Transportation (Navigation),
2. Operation and Maintenance of Marine Power Plant,
a. Marine Catering,

4. Marine Electrical Engineering,and
5. Marine Electronics.
The duration of studies is 10 terms (5 years), including
the pratical training period. About 450 graduates of all
specializations are granted diplomas each year in two
Polish Academies. The curriculum includes three groups of
subjects:
. General Subjects--45% of all studies
Vocational Subjects--252 of all studies
M I Specialization
oriented Subjects--30% of all
[go-A

studies.
Studies at all faculties lead to a Master of Science
degree based on satisfactory evaluation of the Master’s
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Thesis and passing the final examination. After having
conpleted the required sea going experience, graduates
obtain the Junior Deck officer’s duties on merchant
fishing vessels (see Fig.21)

3.3.1 Proficiencies and Updating courses in Poland.

Officers are trained in the Training Centre. As a
separate administrative structure of the Merchant
Marine, academies in Poland conduct and organize:

__courses for certificates

of competencyexaminations,

__specia1ized courses designed to improve knowledge of
the technical and technological developments in the

marine industry,
__proficiency and updating courses for senior officers

of various specializations.
Training courses are based on academic programmes which

complywith all requirements of international
resolutions

and IMOrecommendations.

conventions,

There are four forms

of courses: intramural, full time, long, and short term
courses. The lecturing staff for these courses are
attached to the Marine Academy. The average weekly.
teaching load amounts to 36 hours.

Simulator Training Course.

A similar training course to all of the courses described
above is also given.
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3.3.2 AcademicStaff Qualification

In view of the close interrelationship
and application

between the science

of modern technology in East European

shipping, officer training must concentrate more on the
operation processes of the automated and more complex ship
systems.

Therealization of theoretical and pratical training of
future ship officers is dependent on highly qualified
teaching personnel. Maritime Education in East European
academies is of a long standing tradition.
This
experience made possible the elaboration of new methods of

qualification for academicstaff.
According to governmental regulations, all academic staff
are obliged to hold a scientific degree, foreign sea-going

certificates and adequate professional and didactical
experience. This is difficult, but it is the most cost
effective wayfor developing professional staff in the
Maritime Academies in the East European countries.

The carrier
and Master
experience
years after

of an academic teacher with professor degree
Certificate connected with some sea-going
as master or Chief Engineer takes about 20
graduation from the Maritime Academy.

3.3.3

THE OUTLOOK FOR TRAINING SYSTEMS OF THE EAST

EURPEAN COUNTRIES.

Far-reaching function integration of a ship’s crew is
connected with the significant reduction of crew number
and cannot be foreseen on board of the E.E. shipping
ships. Generally in shipping, one solution for reducing
operating costs is to develop a new manning system which
will reduce the number of personnel on board the ship.
Someforecasts of reduced crew numbers are connected with
introducing new less fuel-consuming technology,automation
and higher reliability of ship systems. It has become
obvious that the future seafarer will likely be a person

of multi purpose capabilities.
Today the most popular and generally maintained manning
system of the E.European shipping companies is the
mono-valent system. There are three reasons why this
system of manning is maintained:

--the technical aspect,
--the employmentaspect,
--the economic aspect.

In our view, the technical standards of ship systems are
not yet perfect enough to allow the introduction of a
full-time unmannedengine room on all types and sizes of
ships. There are ships with A-16 class of automatics
operated

in commonuse.

There are different

ways of operating a modern ship:
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1. fully self-maintained and managedship,
2. no-maintained and managed ship,
3. essentially self—maintained and managedship.

The first and third ways of operating are very popular in
E.European shipping companies. so there is no possibility
to reduce the crew to the very bare minimum.

Another reason for this is the fact that the personnel
costs there in the shipping companies are considerably
lower in comparison with other European countries.
These are the reasons why the bivalent system has not yet
been introduced on board many merchant ships.

I would like to conclude as follows:
The new ships have come into operation with considerable
changes resulting from the introduction of modern
microtechnology.

The navigation bridge layout is designed for one-man
operation due to the recent IMOconsideration of the
navigation watch as the sole lookout.
The mooring operation is designated to be operated by a
minimum number of crew.

Life-saving and fire-fighting

appliances are of a high

standard to enable operation by reduced manpower. The
engine room is controlled and monitored from the ship’s
operation room and is unmannedfor some period daily.
The models of maritime education and training are
monovalent and are expected to be maintained for some
years into the 90’s with some changes.Haritime Academies
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are maintaining the monovalent model of training
the following reasons:

due to

-—-Graduates are preparing for manning of the national
ships only (except Poland),

---Due to tight schedules of operation, ship crews spend
more man-hours on maintenance and cargo handling. thus
reducing stevedore work loads and dockyard repair costs.

---The reliability

of ship systems is not high; therefore.

the number of crew must be sufficient to operate a ship
when automatic control devices break down,

---The personnel costs of ship operation in E.European
shipping companies are still low,
---The E.European maritime transport system works at such
a vantage point that technical and economical problems
have merged into safety and social questions.
3.3.4

CONCLUSIONS

1. The Academiesconvey the latest

international

results of research in the fields of navigation,engine
operation, cargo handling and transport technology
including social, economic and legal aspects.
2. Special emphasis has been given in the syllabi on
safety and the environmental protection problems.

3. To reach this aim it is necessary to increase the
information exchange flow between the IMOand the world’s
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training institutions.

This can facilitate the delivering

of lectures on the latest international achievements and
results of basic and applied research,
4.

Major objectives

must be drawn on students

education and their level of training by systematic
qualification upgrading of the teaching staff including
their sea going experience.
5.
In fact, every academy has its own flexible and
dynamicconcept or plan of upgrading staff quailification.

Thequalifications generally required are a scientific
degree from a maritime academy and sea-going experience

together with relevent certificates.

This is one of the

longest and most cost-effective ways but necessary to keep
good qualified personnel in the academies.

6. There is a need for periodically correcting and
updating the syllabi in every faculty due to the dynamic
development of marine technology in the international
shipping.

7. In a maritime training institution there must be
a close connection between theoretical and pratical
training based on methods.

8. The level of qualification of the academic staff
plays the main role in promoting standards at the

students’ level.

3.4

HET IN THE UNITED KINGDOM:

In the U.K., the established service scheme was introduced
in 1974 to replace the reserve pool (which had been
established by an essential work order during the Second
World War) and to combat the casual nature of sea-going
employment which had been the case before the war. The
whole purpose of this scheme is to provide some security
of employmentand to provide.a single source of supply of

seamen. This source is jointly controlled by the
employers and employees (various seafarers’ unions). The
scheme is administered and financed by the employers’
commission. which plays a major role in the recruitment
and training of most ratings, and also in seeking deck and
engineer cadets for appointment to shipping companies.
The whole recruitment policy is co-ordinated by the
Merchant Navy Training Board.

Looking at entry standards,
requirement throughout the
secondary school education;
depending on the choice of

the most commonentry
world is the completion of
other requirements often vary
the course.

Range of Courses:

Mainstream courses provide the education and training
required by Deck and Engineer Officers to meet the needs

of the shipping industry and to satisfy the certification
requirements of the U.K. Department of Transport.
BTEC
courses lead to the award of National Diplomas and Higher
National Diplomas in Nautical Science and in Engineering.
Degree schemes are at an advanced stage of preparation and

a significant numberof maritime research projects are

being undertaken.

A wide variety of short courses in specialist areas is
provided. These include the carriage of hazardous
cargoes, safety, survival, firefighting, navigation and
passage planning, shipboard management, on board training
in engineering plant management,control engineering,
welding and rating skills enhacement.
Harine Engineer Student Courses
Complexproblems arising in the high technology of the
modernautomated merchant vessel, oil tanker, high speed

container ship or sophiscated liquified gas carrier
require accurate assessment, prompt decisions and
effective corrective measures. The training involved in
such a career is therefore detailed and requires
dedication.
A career in marine engineering is not confined to service
at sea; it offers employment not only in the many
shore-based industries which provide the construction,
maintenance and support services for the merchant fleet,
but also in the engineering industries in general.The
offshore industry in the North Sea has absorbed many
marine engineers into their managerial structure. The

training for the marine engineer is well diversified to
cover the range of job opportunities.
An important part of the work of the engineering
department involves specialized courses, amongwhich are
the Maritime Simulation Courses.

Haritime Simulation Courses:

These courses are run in the Maritime Simulation Centre
which is operated by professional deck and engineer

officers of the College lecturing staff. The Centre is
equipped with two noctural ship simulators (electronically
linked to provide an interactive simulation capability)
and two radar simulators.

Mediumand slow speed diesel

simulators complete the range of existing simulator

facilities.

A mannedship model facility for shiphandling training
complements the ship simulators all of which are backed up
by well-equipped lecture and seiminar rooms.
The combination of ship simulators

and manned model

training provides a unique facility for the training and
upgrading of pilots.
The Centre is at the forefront of
advanced maritime simulatior training and is now
developing a strong applied research programme.
Courses

Bridge Natchkeeping Preparatory

(2 weeks)

Bridge Organization & Teamwork (2 weeks)
Emergency Procedures (3 1/2 days)
Manned Model Shiphandling (5 days)
Automatic Radar Plotting Aids (ARPA) (2 1/2 days)

Navigation Control (2 weeks)

Vessel Traffic Service (5 days)
Radio Surveyors Radar (5 days)

RadarRefresher or Familiarisation (to suit a particular

client)

Panned Operation for Marine Engineer Officers

(5 days)

In addition to the above courses, a range of diesel engine
simulator based training programmescan be designed for

cadets and ratings through to senior engineer officer
requirements- from basic watchkeeping duties to emergency

situations and efficiency/fuel conservation concepts.

3.5

HET in The U.S.A.

Maritime Education and Training in the U.S.A. goes back as
far as 1874 when a two-year "scholarship" curriculum was
conceved by Stephen B. Luce (later Admiral of the Navy).

Just after World War II, a four-year course was instituted
to train young men as deck and engine officers.
The aim of the Academies is to train young men and young
womenas officers in the American Merchant Marine to
operate commercial ships and also serve in such other

capacities as ship designers (naval architects),

maritime

laywers, port engineers, shipping companyexecutives,
naval officers,Coast Guard officers and oceanographers.
A four-year course leads to the Bachelor of Science degree
and a US Coast Guard Licence as a Third Mate or Third

Assistant Engineer or both.

In addition,the students are

enrolled as midshipmen in the US Navy Reserve and, if

eligible,

are commissioned upon graduates as Ensigns in

the US Navy Reserves.
At the Federal Merchant Marine Academyin King’s Point,
NewYork, the training is based on four major programmes:

---Marine Transportation for the preparation of deck

officers;
--—Marine Engineering and Marine Engineering Systems

for the preparation of Engineering Officers.
Marine Engineering Systems progamme , in addition

to

leading to a Third Assistant Engineers’ Licence, is
accredited by the Accrediting Board for Engineering and
Technology. This curriculum includes greater depth in
mathematics and a significant engineering design component
as compared to the Marine Engineering curriculum.
All midshipmen must also take Naval Science courses
prescribed by the department of the Navy.
The academic year at the Academyis divided into four
academic quarters which span about eleven months,generally
from the last week of July to the end of June.
All four classmen follow a commonprogramme of study for

the first two quarters of their freshman year (first
year). During this period, in addition to basic courses
in mathematics, science and the humanities, every shipman
takes introductory courses in nautical science and marine
engineering.

The new shipman is thus given an opportunity

to determine intelligently

an area of spcial interest

before choosing a major field of concentration.
As part of the professional training, each midshipman
participates in a cooperative educational programme
consisting of two quarters of the sophomore year (second
class) and two quarters of the junior year (third class)
at sea (approximately five months for each sailing period)
aboard commercially operated merchant ships.
The shipboard training

programmeprovides all shipmen with

the opportunity to use a ship as a sea-going laboratory.
Midshipmenare given a study guide called a "sea project"
and, in addition to performing shipboard duties are
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required to complete written assignments which are
submitted to the Academyfor evaluation and grading.

The assignments are carefully dsigned to ensure that,
while aboard ship, midshipmen apply the knowledge and

skills learned in the academyclassrooms and acquire a
firm foundation for advanced study upon their return to
the academy. Aboard ship, marine transportation students
are assigned to the deck department, and engineering
students to the engineering department where they spend
half of their time at sea.
Betweenperiods of shipboard training during the sophomore
and junior years, each midshipman returns to the Academy
and continues academic work in his or her chosen field.
Every midshipman is required to complete a specific number

of elective courses.
To meet the elective requirements, midshipmen may choose
an elective course for which they have the

prerequisites,or they maycomplete a prescribed sequence
of courses leading to a concentration in a specific
academicdiscipline.
The four-year programme of study at the Academy is shown
in Appendix 2.

For the grading of written assignments,laboratory work and
examinations, a letter grading system with corresponding

quality points is used.
Quality point values per quarter credit hour are assigned
in accordance with the following table:

Letter scale

Quality point value

A
B+
B
C+
C
D+
D

4.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00

F

0.00

To be eligible for graduation, a midshipman must, as a
minimum,satisfactorily
accomplish or complete the
follwing:

--Pass all required courses
--Earn the minimumnumber of credit

hours prescribed

for his/her curriculum
--Earn a cumulative Quality Point Average of at least
2.0
--Pass the appropriate US Coast Guard Licence
examination
--Apply for and accept, if offered, a commission in
the US Naval Reserve

--Completesatisfactorily

an appropriate intership

programme.

The choice of the required course of study depends on the
student’s ability to take more majors. However, a minimum
3.00 quality point average with strong math/science grades

during the first quarter of plebe year is usually required
for consideration.
Admission Requirements:

All candidates must meet certain requirements of
citizenship, age and moral character, but the Academy

considers qualified candidates without regard to race,
color, sex or national or ethnic origin.
To be eligible for admission, a candidate must be an
Americancitizen,at least 17 years of age and not older
than 25 and of good moral character.

Candidates must meet the physical, security,

and character

requirements for appointment as midshipman, US Naval

Reserve. Applicants must have satisfactorily completed a
high school education at an accredited secondary school or
the equivalent and have earned at least 15 units of
credits. Included in the credits must be at least three
units of English, three units of mathematics
(algebra,geometry and trigonometry) and one unit of either
laboratory physics or chemistry.
Foreign students who wish to enrol at the Academyare
subjected to the same entry requirements as the US

citizens but the nominating authority -- instead of a
memberof congress--it should be the representative of the
maritime administration or a diplomatic representative of
the United States in the candidates’ owncountry of
residence whowill be designated as the candidate’s
sponsor.
An indoctrination programmeis conducted during the first
two weeks after arrival of the new class. It is an
extremely intensive programme,both physically and
mentally. The aim of the indoctrination programmeis to

provide a basic orientation, to instill

motivation,and to

develop a sense of achievement and pride in the plebe

candidates.

B4

Licensing of Maritime Personnel:

Candidates for the higher grades of Licence such as second
Hate or second Engineer up to Master/Chief Engineer, are
requested to sit for an examination in order to

demonstrate their proficiency and qualifying experience.
The licencing

is carried

out by the US Coast Guard Marine

Inspection.
During the year, several periods of examination are
programmedand tests last from four to five days.Prior to
sitting for a licence examination,applicants must meet

certain requirements.
Applicants must be at least 21 years of age with the
exception of third mates who must be at least 19 years of
age. A minimumqualifying sea experience is required for
each grade of licence.
The basic requirement is one year of sea service as second
mate or second engineer to qualify for chief mate or first
engineer and one year sea service as chief mate or first
engineer to qualify for master or chief engineer. All
applicants must be citizens of the United States. A
licence application maybe obtained by a written request.

All statements of sea service must be supported by
documentaryevidence, issued by responsible persons, i.e.

officers in charge of related organizations.
Uponacceptance and approval of his application

for a

licence, the candidate will be sent for a physical
checkup.

Simulator Training Course.

Simulator training courses are given at State University
of New York, Maritme College,

Ford Schyler and US Merchant

Marine Academy, Kings Point, N.Y..

The course contents

and the training systems are similar to those described in
the previous chapters.
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PROPOSAL FOR ENHANCING THE USE OF EXISTING FACILITIES

4.1

The Transfer of Shipping Technology to Developing

Nations.
Education plays a great role in the development of any
nation. Only an educated people can commandthe skills
necessary for sustainable economic growth and a better

quality of life.(1)
Recognizing this, the Government of Cote D’Ivoire has
placed heavy emphasis on expanding educational
opportunities from Primary School through University since
its independance in 1960. The number of students enrolled

in National Institutions

at all levels has morethan

quintupled.

Today in Cote d’Ivoire

institutions

of higher education such as INSET(Institut

we can find many

National Superieur d’Enseignement Technique), a kind of
Polytechnic institute which comprises five schools and

other schools such as Ecole Internationale d’electricite,
Ecole Internationale de Statistiques and Ecole Superieure
d’Agronomie.

In recent years, the Maritime Academyof Abidjan (Academie
des Sciences et Techniques de la Mer) has also been added
in order to respond to maritime demands.

Inded, manydeveloping countries which, at one time
depended heavily, if not completely, on the established
shipping companies of the developed maritime nations for
their import/export trade, have, over the past decade,
becomeshipowning and operating states.
This has been

possible through bilateral or other arrangements, such as
joint venture schemes, with established lines trading into
or across regions.

In the initial stages of their entry into the shipping
field, these developing nations madeuse of expatriate
maritime expertise for ship managementand crewing. At
the same time, modest training programmes were set up,

makinguse of facilities
in the developed maritime
countries to satisfy their quite modest needs.

with an accelerating acquisition of tonnage, the
developing countries have reached the stage where it is
economically feasible to establish their ownnational
maritime training centres. Over the past few years, this
trend has increased quite a lot, leading to developing
countries, in particular,Cote d’Ivoire, crewing their own
flag vessels with their own nationals who have been
trained in their own National Maritime Centres.
This transformation of the developing countries into
states which own and operate ships is not confined to one
or two areas or regions but is taking place on a world
wide scale in Latin America, the Carribean, the Middle
East, Africa, Asia and the Pacific. This will, without
any doubt, create more competition in world trade.

In spite of their efforts, it has been observed that in
mostof the developing countries, the facilities available
for developmentare not used as efficiently as required.
(1) Education in Sub-Saharan African: a World Bank Policy
Study Report (January 1938).

This situation clearly requires a special attention.
help the interested reader fully understand these

To

problems, I have stressed the importance of using a

simulator as a training aid.(2)
In order to streamline the national and regional maritime
education and training especially for marine engineers, I
find it necessary that the Maritime Academybe the "focus
of knowledgeand training in maritime affairs".
The
Academytherefore should broaden the variety of courses
under the supervision of the Ministry of Education to
serve and safeguard the national and regional marime

interests.

Havingthe necessary educational facilities,

Abidjan

Maritime Academyshould assume the responsibility to
conduct useful maritime education and training courses on
subjects of not only marine affairs but also on the

applications of the simulator as listed broadly in the
following areas:

----------

professional training;
undergraduatetraining;
developmentof existing facilities

----

extension of the simulator to accomodatenew fields
of studies;

----

research into newfacilities.

and practices;

(2) Reports of July 13, 1990 on: Project Developments in
Developing countries (European French Broadcasting: case
of Cote d’Ivoire: sugar complex of North).

4.2

The International

Framework.

International Shipping is constrained to operate within a
voluntary framworkof international codes, conventions,
and other instruments, developed through the United

Nations and its specialized agencies, in particular, the
International

Labour Organization (ILO), the United

Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD),the
United Conference on the Law of the Sea; and the

International

Maritime Organization (IMO).

The main ideas underlying the development of this
framework have been: social, economical and other factors
in the employmentof of seafarers (ILO), cargo sharing and
other provisions in the operation of shipping (UNCTAD),

equitable sharing of the world’s undersea resources
(Conference on the Law of the Sea) and safer ships and
cleaner oceans (IMO).

It is understood that such an international framework
having been set up by the participating nations forming
the specialized agencies of the UN,it is theoretically
possible for a country to operate outside of this
framework.

But manycountries around the world participate in these
agencies and, with the introduction and further
developmentof practices such as port state control,
unilateral action by any country is impossible.
Over the past few years,

the UNCTAD
Liner Code, with its

sharing philosophy, has had an influence on world tonnage.
This will probably change the world shipping structure in
the years ahead.

IMOhas been a world-wide forum for all nations

who have

an interest in shipping and the sea over the past 25
years. The numberof participating states has risen
today, IMD’sinfluence having increased through its
consideration, adoption and implementation of many
measures for improving the safety of international
shipping and the preventing and controling of pollution
from ships.
So far, IMOhas promoted 31 International Conventions or
other treaty instruments, codes and recommandations of

various kinds, all related to merchant ships with regard
to construction, equipment and operation.
Amongthese Conventions, three are considered as being the
most important and having the biggest impact on merchant
ships:

SDLAS74/78,

MARPOL73/78

and STCW1978. But the

Convention which is relevant to this paper is the STCN
1978 or "The International Convention on Standards of

Training, Certification

and watchkeeping of Seafarers,

1978".

This convention came into force in April 1984 and

provided, for the first time, on an international scale,
minimumstandards for seafarers in terms of the levels of
theoretical and pratical knowledge, linked to professional
experience and understanding required for the

certification
4.3

of professional competenceof Seafarers.

The Impact of the STCN1978 Convention.

The STCN 1978 Convention

was held in London in 1978 and

adopted by the countries forming the International
Maritime Organization

(IMO) at that time.

Most of them

were developed countries which had already established

maritime infrastructures,

with education and training

programmesfor their seafarers which could meet the
majority of the Convention requirements.
It took time between the adoption of STCWand its coming

into force, a period allowing some countries to make
adjustments to their maritime and training programmes.
The developing countries were not prepared to overcome the
manyproblems they had in meeting the requirements of this

international convention.
The main problem of many developing countries

was to have

an appropriate National Maritime Administration
responsible for the control of:

----

ship registration, surveys, pollution control;

----

a system for the examination and certification

of

seafarers;
----

the levels of education, training and experience
required by the issuing of certificates of

competency.

Netherveless, the countries recognized, through assistance
either from the IMOTechnical Assistance

Programme or from

direct contributions, the importance of the Convention as
a set of objectives through which economic strategy could
be developed in an organized and structured manner. This
had a benefit to developing countries in terms of

technical skills acquisition in the long run.
IMOhas worked hard to develop its Technical Assistance
Programme which today covers many maritime areas such as,

maritime legislation, radio communications,shipbuilding
and ship repairs, and, of prime importance, maritime

training.
The most ambitious and exciting

of all IMD’s Technical

Assistance projects is the World Maritime University at
Malmo, Sweden, which opened in 1963.

It’s objective

is to

provide high level training facilities for personnel from
developing countries whohave already reached a relatively
high standard in their owncountries but would benefit

fromfurther intensive training.
The courses provided are: maritime safety administration,
maritime education, technical managementin shipping, and
maritime administration. The majority of the courses are
of two (2) years’ duration and, in most cases, will lead
to the award of a Master’s Degree.

4.4

Proposals for enhancing the use of existing

facilities.

The proposed programmeto enhance the use of existing

facilities

for the marine engineering studies in the

Regional Academyin Abidjan, Cote D’Ivoire is based on :

----My ownexperience as a marine engineer officer (1st
class) and on experience gained while following the two
year course at world Maritime University. This included

field trips to manymaritime institutions

throughout the

world, amongwhich the Polytechnics Institute

of Flensburg

(F.R.G), the Maritime Academyin Szczecin (Poland), the
College of Maritime Studies in Southampton (U.K), the
United State Maritime Academyin Kings Point, N.Y.(U.S.A),
the State University Maritime College in Bronx, NewYork
(U.S.A) and the U.S Coast Guard Academy in New Lodon,

Connecticut (U.S.A).

I also think that a flexible programmesuch as those of
the above institutions, could allow one to have the option
to continue seafaring as a career or enter a shore based
industry as a career, thus avoiding probable unemployment
problems.
As an example, in Canada, the majority of graduates from
the "Institut de marine de Rimouski", Quebec, after

sailing as Chief Engineer for a reasonable time, can find
shoreside jobs easily. This is not the case of those from
developing countries who, to their dismay, find difficulty
in having their credentials recognized by concerned

authorities.

In view of the preceding arguments, my proposed programme

will permit:

----

the ful¥illment of the wishes of marine engineers in

general and an equivalence between other kinds of

engineering schools through requisite credentials which
are recognized by competent National Authorities such as
engineering universities,for example , the "Ecole
Nationale Superieure d’Enseignement Technique"(INSET).

----

marine engineers to have the possibility to enter

the national engineering education system more easily and
establish themselves ashore without any hindrance.

---- to continue further studies in someother
disciplines as a career if they wish.
This programme also takes into account the modern
technological impact on the present day merchant ship.
Due to the ratification
of the STCWConvention 1978 by the
Governmentof Cote D’Ivoire, certain mandatory courses
have been introduced in order to comply with the

international requirements.
4.4.1 Objectives.
The main objectives of the simulator training courses are:

---- to give the trainee better understanding of a modern
diesel propulsion plant, especially whenmalfunctions
DCCLIF .

---- to refresh the marine engineer’s knowledgeof diesel
propulsion plant principles.

---- to improvehis professional skills in the safe and
efficient operations of complex propulsion machinery.

----

to increase the junior engineer’s confidence in

handling remote controlled

machinery through “hands on"

operations such as demonstrating and testing the effect of
varying parameters, and componentdeterioration on plant
behaviour: cylinder pressures (Pi, Pmax, Pcomp), rpm, air
filter pressure drop, air temperature, oil temperature for

turbo charger, efficiency of air cooler, short circuit,
frequency, voltage, load in diesel generators, sea water
temperature, lubricating oil pressure, etc.

---- to provide an opportunity for the trainee to handle
extensive failures whichare either dangerous, difficult
or exceedingly costly to conduct on board ship.
-—-- to practice routine operations (such as daily work
as an engineer on duty) and non routine operations.
-—-- to familiarize the trainee with new unmanneddiesel
engine room which include alarm systems, remote controls

of propulsion plant, alarm logging, condition monitoring,
remote control of all pumps and automation systems.

-—-- to improve operating practice with respect to saving
energy and optimizing

fuel economy. For example, some of

these studies include:
. the calculation of heat balance, heat recovery and
their influence on fuel oil economy;

. the differentiation betweenexternal and internal
causes of deterioration in performance;
. the effect of wrongfuel oil injection timing,
poor fuel oil quality, viscosity, nozzle wear, combustion
performance;

. optimizing studies on main engine load and
variable pitch performance;

. the influence of external conditions such as
weather, sea state, air and sea temperature on fuel oil
economy.

. the effects of deterioration

(fouling and wear) in

various components such as pumps, coolers, hull, piston

rings, actuators, valves.
The operational feature of the engine room simulator is of

particular value as it trains engineers in procedures to
arrive at improved fuel economy, a subject of ever
increasing importance these days.

4.4.2 Simulator Training Course.
"Tell me and I shall forget
Show me and I shall

remmenber

Let me do it and I shall understand".

(Chineese Proverb)

The training is designed to improve the professional
skills in the safe handling of a complex diesel propulsion
plant. During a training course, classroom and "hands on”

instructions are given.
"Handson" instruction

on the simulator gives the engineer

the opportunity to put into practice his theoretical
understanding of the system.

The quick diagnosis of malfunctions and their correction
before developing into damageto the installation is
particularly stressed. The effect of changing parameters
on plant behaviour is also demonstrated.
All courses are conducted under the guidance and
supervision of instructors whothemselves are experienced
Chief Engineers.
For reasons of course effectiveness the number of course

participants has been set at five (5), although it is
possible to accomodate a greater number of trainees.

Several courses are proposed:

----

a course to suit the specific needs of the

experienced senior engineer.

Stress is placed on economic

plant operations.
---- a course adapted to the requirements of the less
experienced junior engineer. The greater part of the
course is devoted to safe plant operation and trouble
shooting.

---- a course to assist diesel engineers whenconverting
to steam turbine operation.

----

apart from a contribution to the training of

nautical personnel for dual licensing, engine room
simulator training mayalso assist Masters, Mates and
Pilots in gaining more insight into engine room operations
and its e¥fects on vessel maneuvering capability.
The programmefor any training course is set up in
consultation with the shipping companies of the

participating countries of the regional project.

This

will ensure that the course meets the needs of those
companies, that is, of course, to the extent permitted by
the simulation equipment.

Finally, although the training simulator represents a
Sbecific plant, the training courses stress procedures in
howto cope with situations that may occur in any diese1
PFDDu1sionplant. Hence the training can be transferred

to any diesel installation

operated from a control room.

4.4.3 Instructors.
Twoinstructors conduct the training course.
instructor teaches the fundamental theory of
operation, while the second instructor deals
engineering and the pratical and operational
diesel propulsion, one at a time.

The first
diesel plant
with control
aspects of

Both have to cooperate during all sessions and be capable
of exchanging tasks should the need arise.
They are

constantly present because the course is very intense.
They should have a similar professional background and
hold at least the rank of Chief Engineer. An instructor

can best transmit information if he has similar experience
himself.
4.4.4 Execution of the Training.
The numberof the trainies is kept to five (5). But a
shipping companyis free to send more trainees if
considered necessary. During "hands-on" instructions, the

trainies are split into groups. Onegroup carries out an
exercise,the other group acts as critical observer. The
groups alternate. In conducting the exercise, the
engineers function as chief engineer, assistant engineer
and reporter. These functions rotate. Table 1 gives an
example of a time schedule for experienced trainies.

However,there is sufficient flexibility built into the
programmeand in the simulator potential

to adapt the

training to the needs of the individual trainee. This is
necessary because of differences

in knowledge and/or

experience levels.
During the training course, procedures described in the
operating manual of the actual installation are followed.
By doing so, the engineers realize the importance of
following manufacturers’ or other companys’instructions.
CURRICULUM FOR SIMULATOR TRAINING

COURSE.

Iécgst Eceuesa
G 1: chief engineer

8 2: second engineer

6 3: third engineer
'1'

I

cadets with seagoing experience

B 2: cadets without seagoing experience
0 

I

instructor with simulator exprience

C 2: instructor without simulator experience
Qxscell QQi§E§i¥§§1

The participants shall learn to optimize ship operations
following defined safety and economyrequirements through

confrontation with realistic

situations and developments.

TABLE-1:

DAYS

Monday

SIMULATOR TRAINING COURSE FOR
CHIEF AND SECOND ENGINEER OFFICERS

TIME

09.00-10.15

SUBJECTS
,E__J.
Introduction:
1. introduction to simulator course.
2. explanation of training manual.
3

3. familiarization with simulated ship:
working principles.
10.15-12.15
Orientation exercise:
normal operation and control
procedures: alarm system and
communication system used.

14.30-16.00
16.15-17.00

Tuesday

09.00-10.30

Orientation exercises (continued):
Exercises: discussions.

Automatic versus manual operation
1. main engine condition monitoring:
warming up, cooling down, starting,
reversing, load changing.

2. starting and stopping of diesel
generators and turbo generator
parallel, running of generators,
generator changeover, blackout and
recovery.
10.30-12.00

14.30-16.00
16.15-17.30

Automatic vs manual operation

(cont)

Automatic vs manual operation

(cont)

Automatic vs manual operation

(cont)

1. auxiliary boiler and exhaust: gas
economizer remote control manual
and automatic on-o¥+ control.
'7
pumps, compressors, oil purifiers
and distilling plant start-stop
and open-shut control of valves
associated with them.

TABLE-1:

DAYS

SIMULATOR TRAINING COURSE FOR

CHIEF AND SECONDENGINEER OFFICERS (continued).

TIME

SUBJECTS

Wednesday09.00-10.30

Energy balance and performance

monitoring:
discussion on sources of plant
losses, heat balance and method of
fuel saving.
2. restoration to normal conditions.
10.00-12.00
Exercises:
abnormal condition setting including

tripping, reduced capacity, fouling
and low level of the main engine,
generators, auxiliary boiler, pumps,
heat exchanges, tanks, etc...
14.00-17.00
Exercises (continued) into groups:
1. demonstration of effects of process
parameters affecting plant
performance.
2. slowdown operation.

3. study of various problems associated
with prolonged reduced power

operation.
4. appropriate sea state modefailure.
5. indicator diagrams setting.
6. piston rings monitoring.
7. metal temperature monitoring of
cylinder liners and head covers.
Thursday 09.00-10.30
Continuation of exercises:
study of various problems associated
with: cylinder fault detection,
engine condition analysis and trend
prediction of engine wear.
10.30-12.00
Control theory and exercises:
1. discussion on control theory.
2. description and demonstration of
control loop tuning methods.
Exercises:

14.00-17.00

Friday

comparision between automatic and

manualoperation of critical plant
parameters.
Sea state modeexercises:
various fault condition exercises

09.00-10.30

such as emergency running.

10.30-12.30
14.00-17.00

Continuation of exercises.
Free form and course evaluation.
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G 1/chief engineers:

The experienced chief engineer, well familiar with all
routine tasks, shall develop a strategy to avoid errors,
involve their officers in the decision finding process and
cope with emergency situations.
8 2/second engineers:

The participants shall becomefamiliar with all
operational tasks normally carried out with the chief

engineer, assist the chief engineer in difficult
situations and be able to take over the chief engineer’s
position should the need arise.
The proposed programmeis for chief engineers as well as
second engineers sent by shipping companies. The general
programme with exercise modules is in Table 1.
The second progammeis for watchofficers

officers)

of group G 3 (3rd

and for cadets in their 4th year at the Academy.

The participants shall understand and learn what
information is needed for the decision finding process.
They shall be able to select and evaluate relevant
information, then decide and communicate within the man
ship environment. All watch officer routine tasks must be
carried out responsibly.

TABLE-2|

SIMULATOR TRAINING COURSE FOR

WATCHKEEPERS(3rd

DAYS

Monday

Engineers)

TIME

8.30-10.30

SUBJECTS

Ship systems I:

ll study of design principles.
characteristics and classification

2I

10.30-12.15

o¥ marine diesel engines.

Ship systems I: (continued)
2I

14.00-16.00

AND STUDENTS

construction specification according
to International Safety Regulations.
engineering regulations.
Ship systems I: (continued)

correct procedures for operation and
maintenance of auxiliarly and main

engine diesels.
16.15-17.30

Ship systems I: (continued)
fuels and combustion; diesel

operation using simulator,
miscellaneous systems.
Tuesday

10.45-12.30

14.00-17.00

Ship systems II:
basic principles, construction and
description of ship main propulsion
engine and their support components.
Ship systems II: (continued)
brief description of steam
reciprocating engines, a detailed
treatment of steam turbines and
electric drive systems together with
the auviliary components which
comprise a complete plant.
Summary:

1i Ship systems I
2. Ship systems II
3. Open discussion.
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TABLE-2:

SIHULTOR TRAINING COURSE FOR

NATCHKEEPERS (3rd

DAYS

TIME

Wednesday 09.00-10.30

Engineers)

AND STUDENTS

SUBJECTS

Maneuvering mode exercises:
watchkeeping, monitoring and logging
systems, automation systems of pumps,

purifiers, compressors.

10.45-12.45

Automatic versus manual operation

systems:
1. auxiliary boiler and exhaust gas
economizer, manual and automatic
on-o++ control.
2. pumps, compressors, oil purifiers
and distilling plant start-stop and
open-shut control of valves
associated with them.
14.30-16.00
Exercises:
comparison between automatic and

manualoperation of critical plant
parameters.
Thursday 08.30-10.00
Introduction.
1. introduction to simulator course
2. explanation of training manual
3. familiarization with simulated ship:
working principles.
10.15-12.15
Introduction (continued).
14.15-16.45
Orientation exercises:
normal operation and control
procedures: alarm system and
communication system used.

Friday

08.30-10.00

10.15-12.15
14.30-16.00

Orientation exercises (continued):

engine room plant;
ship mode operation; mode changing
such as from dead ship, port service,
main engine warming up, stand-by,
run up, normal navigation to port

entry.
Orientation exercises (continued)
Exercises:
discussions.
evaluation of training course.

G3/watch-officers
All routine tasks must be carried out responsibly. Risky
emergencysituations, which can arise very quickly, must
be managedwithout assistance.

B1/cadets with seagoing experience(students)
The participants must be able to stand an engine room
watch under normal conditions.
They must be able to
define situations and developments when competent

assistance is needed and establish this assistance by
early and proper information. Generally, they assist
officers on watch.
The proposed programmestresses

diesel plant operation.
schedule.

the fundamental theory of

Table (2) gives the time

E59925 01:02

Simulator instructors
experience.

with and without simulator

Duration: 1 or 2 weeks, 8 hours per day.

Contents: according to entrance qualifications
experience, hardware to be operated and

trainees’ experience.

and

4.4.5 Implementation and Evaluation of Simulator
Training Course:

For the effectiveness of the training course as stated

earlier in this chapter:
----

the numberof the trainees or cadets should be a

minimumof 5 for example.

This will allow each trainee

to

achieve the objectives, as he/she has to stand several
watches as the watchkeeping officer.
The effectiveness of
the course would be greatly reduced if several trainees
shared a watch.

---- the trainees should be experienced
officers, watchkeepers or cadets of junior year level.
The intention at this stage is that the course will come
at the end of the cadets’ qualifying sea service, and act
as a meansof consolidating his/her experience and skills.
However, cadets (students) without sea experience may also
be trained. At this stage before they stand watches, they
mayhave the opportunity to avoid "bad habits".

----

The students’ roles should rotate through the
exercises.
Twoinstructors

should be appointed and also rotate.

---- It should be §pne in mind that the course will be
adopted nationally and regionally. The structure
therefore, should be flexible enough to cater to the
VaFYingcapabilities of all the simulator operators.

At the end of the training course, an evaluation should be

madeand a certificate given to each trainee. This
evaluation will give a feedback to the administration of
the Academyfor future

improvement and development.

4.4.6 Importance of Providing Specialized Maritime Short
Courses as an Aid to Improving Standards.

In addition to the present short courses being run at the
Academy such as:

. tanker safety course
. chemical tanker safety course

. fire fighting
. LPG/LNGtanker safety

course.

it would be important to conduct the following courses not
only for the purpose of helping the trainees master the

principles in the simulator training course but also to
comply with the national Educational Engineering Board
Curriculum:
----

SHIP

. Aim:

AUTOMATION:

to improve professional

knowledge of marine

engineer and electrical engineer officers in
ship automation.
- Scope of studies:

computer programming; digital

and

analog technique, micro processor;
selected specialist problems of

particular groups of trainees

ship control systems and

equipment; thrusters; ship
stabilization systems, navigation
and collision

avoidance systems;

automation of the main engine and

auxiliaries; marine plant
automation monitoring and
measurement systems; reefer
automation. Practice onboard ship
and manufacturing plants.
----

MICRO-COMPUTER SHIP

. Aim:

to train

AUTOMATION SYSTEMS:

and improve professional

knowledge of

shore-based engineering and technical staff of
shipping companies in micro-computer ship
automation systems.

. Scope of studies:

principles of operation and
programming of ship micro computer
systems; maintenance, use and

diagnostics of micro computer
systems.
Other courses include General Cargo Storage for dockers in
C°mPUtEFprogramming systems.

These courses should be run during special periods not
affecting the continuous curriculum programmefor students
in full-time education. However, these courses may be run
at the of shipping companies or maritime organizations
and should be held by qualified and competent instructors

or visiting guests.

Certificates of Proficiency should be issued to
participants.
Courses should comply with the requirements
of the STCN 1978.

C3F1¢§F’1FEZF?
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- CONCLUSION!

The introduction of new technologies which permit
effective remote operation of shipborne machinery and the
economic limitations which have resulted in unmanned
machinery space (UMS)require that engineering officers of
today’s merchant marine be able to control and monitor
ship’s machinery in the environment of a Centralized
Control

Room.

Marine engineers must not only understand the fundamental
workings of the machinery but must also be familiar with
remote automation and monitoring systems.
when the engineer knows these systems, he can easily

interpret instrumentation, react to warnings, understand
procedural requirements, carry out emergency actions, and
ensure that neither the ship, cargo, machinery or life are
subject to hazards.
A diesel engine room simulator and associated training
aids, in the form of equipment or documentation,
constitute a form of "hands-on" training which is very
useful and ensure that the trainee is fully conversant
with the system. The engineer can recognize and correct
QUiCk1YBHYemergency condition

as and when it arises

with

confidence.
Another benefit gained from the use of a diesel engine
room simulator is that this means generates an environment
where a group of trainees may be trained in both
operational and corrective procedures on equipment related

to realistic ship systems, where the maximumpenalty for
incorrect actions is limited to the embarrassmentof the
trainee knowing he/she has “got it wrong". This is
sufficient to ensure a better understanding of the correct
procedures should the same fault occur again.
I have mentioned earlier

in the "Diesel Engine Room

Simulator" section, somebenefits that the use of a diesel
engine room simulator can provide many benefits

——A-The safety consideration,

such as :

which is not negligible.

A simulator training course permits the learner to be

slowly introduced to the essential task characteristics,
without any danger to himself, his fellow trainees or the
expensive equipment. Simulator training also permits the
trainee to practice emergencytechniques before being
exposedto hazardous situations in real settings.
--E- Cost savings: quite probably, the behavior of a
beginning trainee handling a multimillion dollar passenger
ship might convince passengers to make donations to
simulator training programme. Someof training progammes
I have attended during myfield trips, namely:
1.

the College of Maritime studies

in Southampon in U.K

2.

the State University College for Maritime studies in
New York City.

a.

the Polytechnics Institute of Flensburg, F.R.G.

use the simulator training course to train marine and
offshore engineers. In this respect, the intention of
thi5 Paper is to encourage the programmenow being offered

at the "Regional Academyof Sciences and Techniques" of

Abidjan and to incite the concerned authorities of the
administration of the Academyto extend this training
programmeto the particular needs of the participating
countries in the regional programme.
The Academyof Abidjan is properly equipped to impart the

necessary education and training of marine engineers.
facilities can be used to train marine and offshore

Its

personnel such as:

----

marine pilots for the ports of Congo, Zaire, Benin,

Togo, Cote d’Ivoire,

Senegal, Guinee Conakry and for some

inland waters such as the Niger, used extensively for
inland commercial transports.

----

seagoing officers as nowis the case.

----

training of marine officers engaged in offshore

activities

such as the drydock "CARENA"
or heavy

industries and platforms in Abidjan.

----

training of tugboat personnel.

Tailored training system characteristics have been
identified as necessary for the different groups of
mariners to achieve maximalcost-effective training.‘
a well-planned programmecan provide a positive

But

and

valuable contribution to marine engineers’ training. with
a revision of objectives, a better distribution of time
allocation,

improvements to the hardware systems and the

training techniques and instructional skills, the training
system could be even more beneficial and cost-effective.

Another factor of great importance is the role of the

instructor in the training system.
The built-in flexibility, such as the use of a sound
generator to makethe training environment as real as the
engine room environment, gives the training programmea

valuable contribution to the trainees.
diesel room simulation training

Nevertheless, a

programmecannot

completely be a substitute for the training on board
ships.
5.2

They must be complementary.

- RECOMMENDATIONS:

In using simulators for training of maritime personnel,
the following recommendations can be made:

1. Simulators are a very powerful and cost-effective tool
for the training of maritime personnel. Whether the
students are marine engineers, ship masters, pilots,
officers, coaster personnel or tug masters, their
skills can be improved through simulator training.
I‘

‘A

To establish the objectives and contents of a training
progammefor a specific group, close cooperation
between shipping companies and the administration of
the Academyis necessary. Detailed discussions with
the client will usually result in a balanced programme.
Training courses should be supported by lectures on

special subjects. These lectures will enforce the
simulator training exercises.
4. Training exercises should be executed according to the

briefing-exercise-debriefing principle.
To streamline the National Education and Training of
Marine Engineers, it is necessary that the Academymust be
the source of knowledge on marine engineering training and
education.

The Academy,therefore, should start to offer a variety of
courses under the supervision of the Ministry of Defense
and in collaboration with the Ministry of Education to
serve and safeguard the national and regional maritime

interests.

The courses should have particular relevance to the
maritime industry and also cover all the disciplines
marine engineer education and training.

of

In the same context, it should be emphasized that there
must be some sort of collaboration between the Abidjan
Academyand other universities in the world which conduct

marine engineering education and training.
In this
regard, somesuitable affiliation with the World Maritime
University, Halmo, Sweden, the centre of international
maritime education and training in maritime affairs, to
serve national and regional maritime interest, is highly
recommended.
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MARITIME TRAINING COURSES IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
Course Title

MASTER

c‘"m°“‘/D‘3'°°

obuimd

_AG

ll3¢)El$t.(ec(l2rl:i‘;-:l(E)l;::RgrcAcGi)g/Nautical
Science

Qualification

.

foreign going trade (unlimited tonnage)

Course Duration

3 years

Max. No. ol Students/Participants '

no restriction

Starting bate/Frequency

twice alyear; details on demand

Foreign Students/Participants

admitted

Course Language

German

Fees

none

Minimum Entry
Requirements:

1) School final certificate (uaith exaninatlon) em:
and secondary education.

12 years of primary

2.)) Succesﬁul initial training for ship sleehanic” or able-bodied

seanan and '18 months shipboard service as ship nchanic. respecti
vely able-bodied seanan. or (instead of 18 months shipboard service)
12 monthstraining as nautical officer assistant,

_o_r

2.2) 9 auonthsshipboard training so nautical officer apprentice and

l5 monthsshipboard training as nautical officer assistant.

COURSE CONTENTS:
Fundamental segment:
(‘R section of sudics)

AdV3“c°d 338""-mt‘.
(and section 0! studies)
'

Remarks

- -June-eucs, physics, chemistry
- infornatics (EDP)
- bssic eeononica. basic la

- psychology/sociology
- shipbuilding. narlne engineering
- co-nu-iieationa
—udical training

' 0lV19lU°fI.Iaritin la. osanonahip/shiptechnology
(including simulator trsiningr radar 9 diiphandlir-g)
‘ "I-"°1°9Y/oceanography
- oariti-e ccalnics md dwlppingaanagsnent
- auto-ation
' Ptraornel lanagsnnt
- nautical English
- pssaage pinning and ahipastcr'a business

1) ‘Sill? l§ZDiANlC'
- tpsllfied

rating for tel: 5:-i_dgaging 3-go. upyjcg (Hit)

2) the training requlationa for initial training or Aau:-am1[oscum; gr;
cancelled. _effectivo on July )1, 1935.
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Course Title

.

MASTER
_

Certificate/Degree Obtained

-

AM

DECK oF=’icER AM\ll/

s;;;¢-¢x;min¢d Marina

Qualification

foreign going trade (limited to 4000 grt)

Course Duration

2 ycafs

Max. No. of Students/Participants

no restriction

Starting Date/Frequency

once or twice a year; details on demand

Foreign Students/Participants

'

admitted

Course Language

German

Fees

none

Minimum Entry
Requirements:

1) School final certificate after 10 years of primary and
secondary education.
.
2) SI.lCCC$S£).|l
initial training for ship mechanic’) orlable-bodied

seaman and 18 months shipboard service-as ship mechanic
respectively able-bodied seaman.

COURSE CONTENTS:

-

mathematics, physics, chemistry
politics and shipping management
German language
English language
personnel and work management

:

including
simulator
training

_ maritime raw .
(radar + shiphandlmg)
- meteorology/oceanography
- marine engineering .
- communications
—medical training

Remarks

1) ‘SM!’Itcrwr_1c-- qualified rating for deck .u_:d.591... mm "1-.1“

2) up tr-ainingﬂ
nguuuum for mum
enrolled,

(mac)

training or Aau:-amu:ostncu ....

effective on July )1, 1906.

S
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Course Title

MPISTER

Certificate/Degree Obtained

DECK OFFICERnxw

Qualification

. near continental trade (limited to rooo grt)

Course Duration

I ‘/2 years

Max. No. of Students/Participants

.

Starting Date/Frequency

no restrictions
once or twice a year; details on demand

Foreign Students/Participants

admitted

Course Language I

German

Fees

-

Minimum Entry
Requirements:

AK

none

I) School final certificate after 9 years of primary and
secondary education.
1
2) SIUCCCSSEJJI
initial training for ship mechanic’) or able-bodied

seam_an and 18 months shipboard service as ship mechanic

respectively able-bodied seaman.

COURSE CONTENTS:

-,mathematics, physics, chemistry
- politics and shipping management
- German language
- English language
_-personnel and work management
- navigation

,including simulator training

uamammp
- maritime law
- meteorology

(radar o shiphandling)

- marine engineering
—communications

- medical training
Remarks

1) ‘Still’ lttl-Wilt" - qnlified

rating for deck _er_sd
engine tool Iervice (HPC)

2) lhe training regulations for initial training of ABL[—Bm1[D
SHIN were
cancelled. effective on July 31, 1935.
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MARITIME TRAININGCOURSES IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

Course Title

CHIEF ENGINEER OFFICER
_

CI

ENGINEER OFFICER CIW

C¢|’ti“C3t¢/D¢B"¢¢ Ob“""°d

Polytechnic Degree in Marine engineering

Qualification

unlimited propulsion power (all trading areas)

Course Duration

-

3 years

Max. No. of Students/Participants

no restrictions

Starting Date/Frequency

once or twice a year, details on demand

Foreign Students/Participants

admitted

Course Language

German

Fees

none,

Minimum Entry
Requirements:

l) School final certificate (with examination) after 12 years of primary
an secondary education.

2.1) Successful initial training for ship neehanlcl) or another recognized
metal working or electrical trainee occupation according to ship
aechanic and I8 nonths shipagsrd service as ship Ineehanierespectively
engine roon rating licensed or (instead of la nonths ehlPb°3|'d
service) 12 nonths shipboard training as engineer officer assistant or
2.2) 6 nonths basic training for s netsl working occupation and l8 sonth

shipboard training as engineer officer assistant.
5

CCIJRSE CWIENIS:

funduentsl sequent: (let section of studies)

- natheastics. physics, ehesistry
- inforsatics

(EDP)

- operating nsterlsls
- thermodynamics

- basic scononics. basic lss
' P°|'|°'“°1 I'll I0|'|I Iansgelent
- technical English

- electrical engineering
- electronics
- assure-ent engineering

- lE°hU'|1|=|

4 basic uonitoring and control engineering

' "I-""1

- basic nuclear engineering
- tecrnicsl drasing

‘-°°""'°1°9Y

Advancedsepntr

(bud seetim of studies)

° ""91"P¢|’1"9
ﬁﬁﬁmll
‘ "‘1FW“‘“"9
' “"31 "‘9‘"'°|'1"'9

- electrical nachineryand plate
- Qplied control engineering

- ship's auxiliaries andplants

- steaa engineering
- nschinery dynuics

Remarks

 ssritine econcnica and shipping ssnagesent
_

1) ‘sum l[DiANlC': gnlified

2) 1'5"‘

for neck and engine runs service (we).

‘"3 ""95 11553550‘= Illtllﬂed for engineroos service after success

Wl initial training for one of those setsl -orlring or-eleIxtr_icai trainee
°C|=|DlU°''|I -11 6 IUIUI ll-||1“'Y1"'9 lhlvhosrd service as engine root rating.
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.cw,,,

-mi;

CHIEF ENGINEEROFFICER CM:

Certificate/Degree

Obtained

ENGINEER OFFICER CMa\V

. _
QUIIIIICIUOO

up to 3000 kW propulsion power
(all trading‘ areas)

Course Duration

I ‘/2 years

Max. No. of Students/Participants

no restrictions

Starting Date/Frequency

once or twice a year, details on demand

Foreign Students/Participants

admitted

Course Language

German

Fees

I

Minimum Entry
Requirements:

none

1) School final certificate after 9 years of primary and secondary
education.

2) Successful initial training for ship mechanic‘) or another
recognized metal working or electrical trainee occupation
according to ship mechanic and 18 months shipboard servi _
a's'ship mechanic respectively engine room rating licensed
COURSE CONTENTS:

-

politics and shipping management
German language
mathematics
physics
thermodynamics
electrical engineering
mechanics
personnel and plant management
technical English

- operating materials
- diesel engineering
- steam engineering
.- plant engineering
-- ship's automation
- shipbuilding

Remarks

1) ‘SM? l£CHANlC'a msollrlod for dock cud origins too: oorgvleo (WC)

1) ‘D1311 El IIAIIICL!CDED' : qnlfflod for origins roan ooi-v_1eo
after
nueeoaaful tnlual training for one of Uioaenatal workingor electrical trainee
oeeipatlona cud-6 ninth ipallfylng ahlpboard service a engine roan rating.
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Course ‘rm:

Only for holders

ENGINEEROFFICER

CNaut O, , Gum"

ENGINEER OFFICER

CNaut °gf{‘i,$c‘§'fc°'’

iv‘naster's _or '

Certificate/Degree

Obtained

Lp to G1) |:Wprq:uIsicn poker with rndiirrry

Qualification
Course Duration

160 hours

Max. No. of Students/Participants

norestrictions

Starting Date/Frequency

details on demand

Foreign Students/Participants

admitted

Course Language

German

FCC!

none

Minimum Entry
Requirement’:

I) 9 years of primary and secondary school education.
2) Holding a German Master's or Deck Officer's Certificate
of Competency.

COURSE CONTENTS:

\
- plant management
- operating materials
- measurement and control engineering
- electrical engineering
.- diesel engineering

Remarks

apron-rod

for unttarizgqaeraticn, cmtirmtal track

APPENDIX A

MARITIME TRAINING COURSES IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

come

-We

CHIEF ENGINEEROFFICER

CT

ENGINEER OFFICER CTW

Certificate/DCBYCC0b“l"°d

State;-examined Technican

_'

up to 8000 |rW propulsion power

Q“3l'I'¢‘tl°"
Course Duration

(all trading areasl
2 79“

Max. No. of studcnts/Particir>ants

00 ré3ffiC*i°"3

Starting Date/Frequency

once or twice a year, details on demand

Foreign Students/Participants

admitted

Course Language

Gcfman

Fees

none

Minimum Entry

1) School certificate after 10 years of primary and secondary

Requirements:

education.
)
2) Successful initial training for ship mechanic‘ or another recog
nized trainee occupation according to ship mechanic and 18 mor
shipboard serviﬁ: as ship mechanic respelrtively engine room
rating licensed '

counse

CONTENTS:
- politics and shipping management
- German language
- English language

- mathematics
_ - physics

—thermodynamics

-

electrical engineering
mechanics
engineering components
operating materials
material technology
personnel and plant management
diesel engineering
steam en ineering
electrica machinery
plant engineering
ship's automation
- shipbuilding

Remark:

1) ‘sun l[l'.ﬂlNIt' = quaunca for deck and engine roan cu-viee (ms).
2) ‘DBIII ﬁll! MIDI: LICENSED"
2 qualified for engine tool service after

Illttvlﬂul Initial training for one of those metal workingor electrical trainee
°°“l’°u°""

3"‘ 5 '°"'l-I‘ 0081177109shipboard aervlee an engine roan rating.

:1'23
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Course Title

R‘

SHlP'S ELECTRICAL TECHNICIAN

Certificate/Degree Obtained

5t3t¢-Cﬂmlnﬁd T¢Ch"lCl3"

Qualification

unlimited

Course Duration

2 763“

Max. No. of Students/Participants

no restrictions

Starting Date/Frequency

once a year,. details on demand

Foreign Students/Participants

admitted

Course Language

German

Fees

none

Minimum Entry
Requirements:

1) ‘Schoolfinal certificate after 9 years of primary and secondary
education.


2) Successful initial training for a recognized electrical trainee
occupation and at least two years practical experience in an
occupation in this field including at least one year shipboard
service.
COURSE CONTENTS:

- German language
- English language
- political and economic sciences

- mathematics
-

--

physics
chemistry and material technology
technical drawing
data processing
basic electrical engineering
measurement engineering
business management
ship's automation
ship's electrical machinery and plants
ship‘: auxiliaries
communication
basic electronicsand navigation equipment engineering

- electronic engineering
Remarks
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Dual Lleauaa Cttrrleulum

nature Ltigittuurmg and

Iarlue lnglnaarlagIyatuna Cunleulu-s
Third Class (Sophomore Year)
Introduction to Linear Differential Equations
Physics III. IV
Safety of Life at Sea I

.

.

Introduction to Computer Engineering
Introduction to Materials Engineering
Engineering Mechanics I. ll
Thermodynamics I
Economics I. II
APPENDIX
8

Naval Weapons Systems

Naval Weapon Systems

Second Class (Junior Year)
Marine Electronics I
Marine Materials Handling ll

Second Class (Junior Year)
Strength of Materials
Principles of Naval Architecture

Seamanship I
Meteorology

Fluid Mechanics I
Thermodynamics II. III
Electric Circuits I, ll
History I
Managerial Process
Naval Operations I
Physical Education
Elective or
For Marine Engineering Systems:
Differential Equations I

Navigation I
Strength of Materials
Principles of Naval Architecture
Fluid Mechanics I
Thermodynamics II. III
Electric Circuits I. II
Physical Education

First Class (Senlor Year)
Alternating-Current Machinery

First Class (Senior Year)
Fur Marine Engineering:
Marine Refrigeration
Alternating-Current Machinery
Electronics I
Marine Engineering I. II. III
lntemal Combustion Engines I. II
History II. III
Marine Transportation
Naval Operations II
Physical Education
Option:

‘

.

_
.

Humanities Sequence or Comparative Culture
Sequence
Electives
For Marine I-.'ngiueermg.),.tcir.s':

Fundamentals of Engineering Design
Machine Design I
Basic Ship Design
Marine Refrigeration
Alternating-Current Machinery
Electronics I
Marine Engineering I, II, 11]
Internal Combustion Engings, |_ u
Th¢rmI|_Systcms- Analysis
Automatic Control Systems I
Elective
Marine Transpormion
Naval Operations Il
Physical Education
History II, III
Option:

H"'“‘“"'¢5 s°‘l“¢ﬂCcor Comparative Culture
St‘t|ttt‘nt‘t‘

'I'hi.rd Class (Sophomore Year)
Metal Joining Processes I
Introduction to Computer Engineering
Engineering Mechanics I. II
Thermodynamics I
BusinesslMaritime Law
Economics I. II
Introduction to Linear Differential Eq
Physics III. IV

Marine Refrigeration ;
Marine Engineering I. ‘II. III
Internal Combustion Engines I. II
History I. II. III
Humanities IV
Marine Transportation
Managerial Process
Marine Insurance
Marine Materials Handling Ill
Marine Safety II. III
Communications
Seamanship ll
Navigation ll
Marine Electronics III. IV
Naval Operations I. II
Physical Education
‘Marin: 1'hut.rpumm'unaujun unly
“Marine Engineeringand Marine Engineering
°”HIlI'|'III' filxinerliu. Utlline Engineering Syn

haul Urevuenrjurx
°"'Dt-ul Un-use natjun uul_r
‘The eunieulan is nﬁjerr in dlunge.

ILS. IVIIEINHIANT MARINE AGADIEIVIY

Four-YearProgram of Study
nah liar (rum uaaa)‘uni

larlna Transportation
Curriculum

51,5;mf

Third Class(SophomoreYear)

Calculus and Analytic Geometry l

Physics "1. W

chcmisiry 1

Safety of ‘Life at Sea 1

Engineering Graphics 1

Statistics

Marine Safety I
Nautical Science l
Physical Education

Introduction to Computer Engineering
History I
Economics 1- “

Enslkh 1

Engineering Science

Second Quarter

_

_

Mﬂwrology

Managerial Process
NM, weapons syslcms
Physical Education

Calculus and Analytic Geometry 11
Ch°"‘i‘"y "
English II
Engineering Graphics ll

.

Mmnc E,,g;nc¢,ing 1
Engineering Shop I
Physical Education

Second Class (Junior Year)
Marine Materials Handling l, ll
Marine Electronics l

Third Quarter

_

C‘lc‘_""s md Amlyﬁc G°°m°"7

::':'."“':?“'Pl'

"1

Accogtianiianng
for Management

"""'°"
Nautical Science ll‘

Historyll. lll

'

Business/Maritime Law
Naval Operations l
Physical Education

EngineeringGraphics lll“‘
Marine Engineering ll°°‘
EngineeringShop ll°°'
Naval Science Fundamentals
Physical Education

~

E'°°""°
First Class (Senior Year)

Mann: Transportation 1‘

Bridge Simulator Training
Adnnced Cargo Stowage and Ship Stability

I.-ow“,|
C.‘

zlcgrine
S"afetlyl
ll. Ill
ITIZHS
Ip

Qmrm.

.

Phtstsnand Analytic Geometry IV
"mun! science "I.

Navigation ll
Marine ElectronicsIll. IV

S“-ﬂy of Life ‘I S“ ‘

:;rnciples of Naval‘Architecture

EngineeringGnphic‘ N”

lgiarmeinsurance

MetalCuttingﬁgs“
MetalJoini
mum,

poo
.

$am'mcscLab°rR¢l3'i°"5
'°°"== miner

Engush In ng-

l .

Nam“! stigma Wu”

arrneTransportationll

Electrical Engineering ...

physicﬂ Educmon

'

°V=f'_0perauorLsll

_'

Physical Education

Option:
Humanities Sequence or Comparative Culture
E'ccS::1:senceor Foreign lfanguage Sequence
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- Maritime Training Forum Europe ’89, Amsterdam, June
1989.

- Education & Regional Development, General Report Vol.1
Organization for Economic, Co—operation and Development,
Paris 1979.
- Documents of Academyof Maritime Science and Technology,
Abidjan,

COTED’IVDIRE.

- International Convention on Standards of Training,
Certification and Watchkeepingfor Seafarers, 1978, of the
International Maritime Organization.
—IMO’s Technical

Assistance

—First International

Programme.

Conference on Marine Simulation,

1978. MARSIM
78. The College of Nautical
Southampton. 5-8 September 1978.

Studies,

- Proceedings of the Second International Conference on
Marine Simulation, June 1-5 , 1981. Kings Point, N.Y,
U.S.A.

- Conference on: Education and Training for Seafarers.
Whatpolicy for the 199o’s. 9-10 February 1954.
Institute of Marine Engineers, London.

- Education in Sub-Saharan Africa, a world Bank Policy
Study. Second printing, June 1988. The world Bannk,
washington,D.C.

- Proceedings of the Third International
Maritime Simulation

Netherlands,

1984.

MARSIM
84.

Conference on
Rotterdam,

the

19-22 June 1984.

- SouthamptonInstitute of Higher Education, the College
of Maritime Studies. Prospectus, 1990.
- The Maritime Training System at Technical Schools and
Polytechnics of the F.R.G., Erenen, 1986. (a booklet of

the BrenenInstitute).

- The United States Merchant Marine AcademyBulletin.
Kings Point,

New York, 1990.

- Maritime Education and Training in France, the State
Ministry of the Sea, Paris 1987, (a booklet).
- State University of NewYork, Maritime College.
Prospectus 1989-1990.

—International Conference on Simulators 26-30 September,
1983. The University of Sussex, Brighton, U.K.

